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The applicability of heat pipes to the solution of thermal  control 
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TECHNICAL NOTE AST- 275 
APPLICATION O F  HEAT PIPES TO SPACECRAFT 
THERMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS 
SUMMARY 
An investigation of the applicability of heat pipes to the solution 
of complex thermal control problems associated with future space- 
craft  was conducted, with emphasis on the Saturn V workshop. 
A complete li terature survey of heat pipe technology was per- 
formed, dating back to the introduction of the heat pipe concept in 1964. 
The li terature survey i s  surnmarized in Appendix A. 
A parametric  analysis to determine the effects of variation in 
geometrical design parameters  on the maximum power limit of heat 
pipes, considering water a s  the working fluid, i s  presented. Uniform 
heat addition and removal along the heat pipe i s  a s  sumed. Calcula- 
tions were  performed resulting in parametric  curves which show the 
variation in maximum power limit with variables such a s  heat pipe 
length, inside pipe diameter,  vapor passage radius, and wick porosity 
and pore size. Candidate working fluids for different ranges of operating 
temperature a r e  compared by curves of calculated maximum power 
limit of each fluid a s  a function of operating temperature, considering 
fixed heat pipe geometry. A brief discussion of wick characterization 
i s  a lso  included. 
Concepts, utilizing the heat pipe, were established which offer 
unique solutions to certain thermal control problems, a s  described 
below: 
e A boiloff reduction system for stored cryogens i s  discussed, 
which appears promising for cryogens having relatively 
high boiling temperatures,  such a s  liquid oxygen. The 
system appears impractical for liquid hydrogen, except 
for very small stored quantities, 
@ The use of heat pipes to improve the temperature uniformity 
of nonuniformly irradiated skin s t ruc tures  i s  analyzed 
mathema.tically a.nd a procedure established for performing 
computations, 
e A thermal  analysis i s  performed of the application of heat 
pipes to the removal of heat f rom a concentrated source.  
This concept i s  applicable to the cooli.ng of electronic 
components and other such heat sources.  An equation is 
derived for  calculating the axial wall temperature dis t r i -  
bution nea r  the ends of a heat pipe which receives and 
rejects  heat by axial conduction through the annular pipe 
wall ,  It i s  shown that the axial temperature gradient 
dissipates ve ry  near  the ends and that most  of the heat 
pipe length i s  essentially isothermal.  Even the temperature 
gradients nea r  the ends can be eliminated by radial  addition 
and removal of heat over a large surface a rea ,  a s  has  
been demonstrated by numerous experiments cited in the 
l i terature ,  
e Another application of heat pipes which i s  attractive in 
some situations l ies  in the improvement of space radiator  
efficiency. By employing the heat pipe concept, the radiator  
can be made to operate a t  a higher average temperature,  
resulting in l e s s  required surface a r e a  than for conventional 
radiators.  Although a weight savings may  not be realized 
over radiators that a r e  integrated into the vehicle skin 
s t ructure and use the skin a s  the radiating fin, the concept 
m a y  be advantageous in situations which demand a deployable 
radiator.  
The heat pipe applications suggested in this investigation repre-  
sent  only a few of the many applications which can be expected to be 
discovered af te r  subsystems a r e  defined m o r e  clearly and designs 
progress  further.  
SECTION I. INTRODUCTION 
This study was conducted under Contract NAS8-20073 for the 
NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center to investigate the applic- 
ability of heat pipes to the solution of thermal  control problems associ-  
ated with future spacecraft, including the Saturn V workshop. The heat 
pipe (Ref. 1 ) i s  a self-contained, engineering s tructure which utilizes 
the phase change and surface tension character is t ics  of a working fluid 
to t ransport  la rge  quantities of heat between source and sink with ve ry  
small  temperature drop. 
In recent yea r s  considerable work has been devoted to develop- 
ing the heat pipe for  application to nuclear space power supplies. In 
the nuclear power application heat pipes a r e  used to t ransfer  heat iso- 
thermally f rom the reactor  core  to  a thermionic converter some distance 
away and to improve the efficiency of and reduce the weight of the waste 
heat radiator.  
Such a n  effective heat t ransfer  device should find many applica- 
tions in  solving complicated thermal  c ontr 01 problems of future space- 
craf t ,  e. g. , t ransferr ing heat efficiently f rom a concentrated heat 
source, such a s  an  electronic component, to a heat exchanger o r  radiator.  
A few obvious applications have been analyzed in  the present  study. As 
subsystems a r e  more  clear ly defined, many more  useful applications 
may be expected to be discovered. 
Also included in this study i s  a parametr ic  analysis illustrating 
the relative importance of pertinent geometrical and working fluid param-  
e t e r s  on the maximum heat t r ans fe r  rates  that may be accommondated 
by heat pipes. 
The efforts of J. W. Lenoir of Brown Engineering Company, Inc., 
i n  programming the heat pipe performance equations a r e  gratefully 
acknowledged. 

SECTION 11. HEAT PIPE OPERATION 
A. Basic Principles 
As i l lustrated by Figure 1, the heat pipe consists of a sealed 
container whose inside walls a r e  lined with a capillary s t ruc ture  (wick) 
which i s  saturated with a liquid (working fluid) a t  a cer tain operating 
pressure .  As heat i s  added to one end of the pipe, t e rmed  the evapora- 
tor ,  the liquid in the adjacent wick evaporates, absorbing its  latent heat. 
The generated vapor flows from the hot end to the cooler, condenser 
end because of the resulting difference in vapor pressure ,  where the 
vapor condenses onto the wick and gives up i t s  latent heat. 
E VAPO RAT0 R 
(HEAT I N )  /f 
CAP1 LLARY STRUCTURE 
FIGURE I .  SCHEMATIC OF A HEAT P I P E  
The evaporation of liquid a t  the vapor-liquid interface causes 
the residual liquid to r e t r ea t  into the capillary s t ructure,  giving a 
meniscus radius of curvature and contact angle which a r e  smal le r  in 
the evaporator than in the condenser section, where the condensate i s  
being deposited. This causes a p res su re  difference in the liquid which 
pumps i t  through the wick from the condenser section back to the evapo- 
r a to r  section, thus completing the cycle. 
Although the heat pipe i s  an extremely effective heat t ransfer  
device, it must  operate within cer ta in  design limitations. The maxi-  
mum total power that can  be t r ans fe r red  in a heat pipe of given s ize 
and with a given fluid is  determined by the ultimate pumping capacity of 
the capillary s t ructure and by the onset of film boiling between the pipe 
wall and the wick. It has been noted in  the l i terature  that in past  experi  
ments,  the capillary pumping limitation i s  more  prevalent than the film 
boiling limitation i f  metal  wick s t ructures  a r e  used. 
The pumping capacity of the capillary s t ruc ture  depends on the 
s ize  and geometry of the wick, a s  well as  on the properties of the work- 
ing fluid, such a s  i ts  latent heat of vaporization, surface tension, density, 
and viscosity. The functional relationship between the ultimate pumping 
capacity of the wick and its geometrical factors ,  a s  well a s  the propert ies  
o f t h e  working fluid, can be obtained by applying general conservation 
equations to the system. 
As mentioned previously, the p r imary  limiting condition for heat 
pipe operation is  determined by the maximum capillary pumping force, 
which must  be equal to or  grea ter  than a l l  the losses  in a complete cycle. 
The necessary  relationship for continuous fluid circulation is  described 
by the following equation 
D u e  to Capillary 
Applying the general principles of conservation of mass ,  momentum, 
and energy to the system under steady-state condition, Cotter (Ref. 2) 
was able to obtain expressions for the p res su re  drop in the vapor and 
liquid, and the p res su re  head loss  due to gravity. Only the resul ts  of 
Cotter ' s  analysis a r e  presented here.  A m o r e  detailed discussion of 
the derivation is  included in Appendix A. 
The vapor p res su re  drop in the direction of vapor flow for uni- 
form axial heat addition to  the removal f rom a heat pipe was found to be 
4 p V  L Q e  Rr << 1 P r e s s u r e  '" Pv rv4  gc 
Drop in = { (2) 
Vapor 
The frictional p res su re  drop in the liquid and the heat loss due to gravity 
were  given by 
Frictional 
P r e s s u r e  
- 
- 
b ppQc L 
Drop in 2 .IT (rw2 - rv2) P p  E r c Z A g c  
Liquid 
P r e s s u r e  Head 
in  Liquid Due = p p  s in  d L . 
g c 
(4) 
to Gravity 
Substituting Equations 2, 3, and 4 together with the p res su re  r i s e  due 
to  capillary forces,  
P r e s s u r e  Rise 2 cr cos 8 Due to Capillary = 
Forces r c 
into Equation 1, one obtains Cotter ' s  equation for maximum heat t ransfer  
r a t e  a t  Rr > > 1. 
2 cr cos 9 2 (1 - 4/.rr2) ama2 pi  L s in  d 
r c 8 Pv rv4 l2 gc gc 
Letting 
D = p p  L s in  O ; 
gc (7) 
Equation 6 can  be written a s  
Solving Equation 8 fo r  Qmaxr one obtains the maximum power l imit  
for heat pipes considering uniform heat addition and removal, 
1 
- - B + [B' - 4 A rc2 ( D  rc2 - c rc)]' Qmax - 2 A rc2 (9) 
Substituting Equation 7 into Equation 9 and rearranging one obtains 
where 
- _g 
' l -  - I 
f.2 c 2 cr cos 8 
Equation 10 was programmed for digital computer solution to  
permi t  rapid evaluation of the effect of variation in geometrical factors  
and working fluid properties on maximum power l imit  of heat pipes. 
The resu l t s  of this analysis a r e  discussed in Section II-B. 
As stated above, another limitation on the maximum power l imit  
of heat  pipes i s  the onset of film boiling between the pipe wall and the 
wick. Since the temperature a t  the liquid-vapor interface i s  always the 
saturation temperature,  the liquid in the capillary s t ruc ture  a t  the evapo- 
ra tor  section is thus superheated, and the maximum superheat i s  pos - 
ses sed  by the liquid closest  to the pipe wall. If the amount of superheat 
a t  this point is  la rge  enough s o  that nucleation occurs ,  then a vapor 
blanket will be formed which can sharply reduce the heat t ransfer  f rom 
the input surface.  The resul t  of film boiling can be burnout of the pipe 
wall. The boiling heat t ransfer  encountered in the heat pipe i s  much 
m o r e  difficult than in ordinary pool boiling of liquid, because of the 
complexity of interaction of boiling with the overal l  circulation of liquid 
throughout the capillary s t ructure.  Generally, there  i s  no useful experi-  
mental  information available for the heat pipe boiling problem. However, 
a conservative cr i ter ion for nonoccurrence of boiling can be developed. 
A bubble will be formed a t  a nucleation cavity when the vapor p r e s s u r e  
within the cavity i s  grea ter  than the p res su re  in the surrounding liquid 
by an  amount 
where r b  i s  the bubble radius. If the p res su re  difference i s  l e s s  than 
2 cr / rb ,  then the bubble will collapse. Furthermore,  in  the capi l lary 
s t ruc ture  r b  cannot exceed r (= rc sin 8 ). This implies that 
- > 
1 
- 
cos e 
-  
r b  r c  sec 0 r c 
Thus, a s  long a s  the following holds, 
2 0- C O S  9 
Pv - P Q  2 
r c 
bubbles cannot grow beyond the cr i t ical  size, and t rue  boiling will not 
occur. Eastman (Ref. 3 )  indicated that the high purity of the fluid and 
the motion of the fluid through the capillary s t ruc ture  and ac ross  the 
heat-input surface tend to prevent the formation of bubbles. However, 
there  is s t i l l  a maximum input power density that cannot be exceeded. 
Input power densities, exceeding this cr i t ical  value, will cause the burn- 
out of the heat pipe. For  example, the cr i t ical  heat flux density for 
water a t  212" F i s  3.2 X l o 5  Btu/hr-ft2 of evaporator surface,  o r  
1.6 X l o 6  Btulhr  -ft2 for lithium a t  2 700' F. 
B. Effect of Variation in Design Pa ramete r s  on 
Maximum Heat Transfer  Rate 
Equation 10 was utilized to analyze the effects of variation in 
geometrical design parameters  on maximum heat t ransfer  rate,  consid- 
ering water a t  150" F a s  the working fluid. P r i o r  to  the parametr ic  
analysis cer tain baseline values of the design variables were  established 
around which the perturbation was performed. The selected values are 
l isted i n  Table 1. 
TABLE 1. BASELINE VALUES FOR PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF HEAT PIPES 
Heat p ipe  length (L ) ,  ft 
Ins ide  pipe diameter ( 2  r w )  , i n .  
Vapor passage diameter ( 2  r v ) ,  i n .  
Mean pore radius o f  wick ( r c )  , f t  
W i  ck geometri ca l  f a c t o r  (b )  
Wick p o r o s i t y  ( E )  
Acce lera t ion  o f  g rav i  ty (g), f t / sec2 
Value 
3 
2 
1.33 
0.001 25 
12 
0.8 
0  
The resul ts  of the analysis a r e  shown in Figures 2 through 10. 
The dependence of maximum power l imit  on r v / r w  (the rat io  of vapor 
passage radius to inside pipe radius) with length a s  a parameter  is  
shown in Figures 2 through 4. For  lengths of 3 and 5 feet, the maxi-  
mum power l imit  passes  through a maximum at  an  optimum rat io  of 
r v / r w  of 0.67. This resul t  was predicted analytically by Cotter (Ref. 2). 
For  a length of 1 foot, a n  optimum value of r v / r w  was not indicated, 
although it could have fallen between the points tested. As the pipe 
inside diameter i s  increased from 1 to 2, and then to 3 inches, the maxi-  
mum power l imit  increases  from 5 500 to 49 000 Btu/hr for the baseline 
length of 3 feet, a s  shown by comparison of Figures 2, 3, and 4. 
Figure 5 shows the variation of maximum power l imit  with heat 
pipe length a t  various values of mean pore radius of the wick. In a l l  
cases  the maximum power l imit  decreases  with increasing length, due 
to the longer path of condensate return.  It i s  noted that increasing the 
pore radius reduces the sensitivity of maximum power l imit  to length, 
because the frictional p res su re  drop of the liquid in the wick i s  smal le r .  
The variation of maximum power l imit  with heat pipe inside 
radius is  shown in Figure 6 for various values of rv / rw.  Increasing 
the pipe inside radius resul ts  in  a l a rge r  maximum power limit. Of 
the r v / r w  rat ios  tested, a value of 0.67 yielded the la rges t  heat t r ans -  
fer  limit, a s  predicted by Cotter (Ref. 2). 
Figures 7 through 9 show the variation of maximum power l imit  
with r v / r w  a t  various values of mean pore radius of the wick. Of the 
values tested, a mean pore radius of 0.00125 foot yielded the la rges t  
maximum power l imit;  and the optimum rat io  of r v / r w  was again 0.67 
except for the mean pore radius of 0.0025 foot. No optimum was indi- 
cated for this value, although it again could have fallen between the 
points tested. Comparison of Figures 7, 8, and 9 shows that an pipe 
inside diameter  is  increased, the maximum power l imit  increases ,  a s  
expected. 
Figure 10 shows the variation in maximum power l imit  with 
wick porosity, E , a t  different values of the dimensionless geomet- 
r ica l  factor b. Although b i s  poorly defined in the l i terature ,  Cotter 
(Ref. 2) suggested that i ts  value i s  approximately 8 for parallel. non- 
connected cylindrical pores,  and lies between 10 to 20 for real is t ic  
1. SEE TABLE 1 FOR BASE- 
L I N E  VALUES 
RATIO OF VAPOR PASSAGE TO I N S I D E  
P I P E  RADIUS, r,/r, 
FIGURE 2. MAXIMUM POWER L I M I T  AS A FUNCTION OF RATIO OF VAPOR PASSAGE 
RADIUS TO I N S I D E  P I P E  RADIUS CONSIDERING VARIOUS HEAT P I P E  
LENGTHS ( P I P E  I N S I D E  DIAMETER = 1 in . )  
R A T I O  OF VAPOR PASSAGE TO I N S I D E  
P I P E  RADIUS, rv/r, 
FIGURE 3. MAXIMUM POWER L I M I T  AS A FUNCTION OF R A T I O  OF VAPOR PASSAGE 
RADIUS TO I N S I D E  P I P E  RADIUS CONSIDERING VARIOUS HEAT P I P E  
LENGTHS ( P I P E  I N S I D E  DIAMETER = 2 i n . )  
1. SEE TABLE 1 FOR BASE- 
L I N E  CONDITIONS 
RAT IO  OF VAPOR PRESSURE TO I N S I D E  
P I P E  RADIUS, rv/rw 
FIGURE 4. MAXIMUM POWER L I M I T  AS A FUNCTION OF RATIO OF VAPOR PASSAGE 
RADIUS TO I N S I D E  P I P E  RADIUS CONSIDERING VARIOUS HEAT P I P E  
LENGTHS ( P I P E  I N S I D E  DIAMETER = 3 i n . )  
SEE TABLE 1 FOR BASE- 
LENGTH ( f t )  
FIGURE 5. MAXIMUM POWER L I M I T  AS A FUNCTION OF HEAT P I P E  LENGTH 
AT VARIOUS VALUES OF MEAN PORE RADIUS 
I N S I D E  P I P E  RADIUS,  r, ( f t )  
F I G U R E  6. MAXIMUM POWER L I M I T  A S  A FUNCTION OF I N S I D E  HEAT P I P E  RADIUS 
A T  VARIOUS r,,/r, R A T I O S  
1. SEE TABLE 1 FOR BASE- 
L I N E  CONDITIONS 
2. r, = 0 . 0 4 1 6 7 f t  
RAT IO  OF VAPOR PASSAGE TO I N S I D E  
P I P E  RADIUS, r,/r, 
FIGURE 7 .  MAXIMUM POWER L I M I T  AS A FUNCTION OF rv/rw AT VARIOUS 
VALUES OF WICK MEAN PORE RADIUS ( P I P E  I N S I D E  
DIAMETER = 1 i n . )  
1 . SEE TABLE 1 FOR BASE- '  
L I N E  CONDITIONS 
2.  r, = 0 . 0 8 3 3  f t  
RAT IO  OF VAPOR PASSAGE RADIUS TO 
I N S I D E  P I P E  RADIUS, rv/rw 
FIGURE 8. MAXIMUM POWER L I M I T  AS A FUNCTION OF rv/rw AT VARIOUS 
VALUES OF WICK MEAN PORE RADIUS 
( P I P E  I N S I D E  DIAMETER = 2 i n . )  
RATIO O F  VAPOR PASSAGE RADIUS TO 
INSIDE PIPE RADIUS, r,/rw 
FIGURE 9. MAXIMUM POWER LIMIT AS A FUNCTION OF r,/rw AT VARIOUS 
VALUES OF WICK MEAN PORE RADIUS 
(PIPE INSIDE DIAMETER = 3 i n . )  
1 FOR B A S E L I N E  
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F I G U R E  10. MAXIMUM POWER L I M I T  A S  A FUNCTION OF POROSITY FOR 
VARIOUS VALUES OF b 
capi l lary s t ruc tures  with interconnected pores. Kemme (Ref. 4) 
reported a value of b = 12 for a cer tain wick s t ructure.  Since b i s  so  
poorly understood, values of 8, 12, and 20 were  tested to determine 
i ts  effect on maximum heat t ransfer  rate.  As shown by Figure 10, 
sma l l e r  values of b yield l a r g e r  heat t ransfer  l imits.  
It was intended to t e s t  the effects of gravity and inclination angle 
onthe heat t ransfer  limit, but a negative radical  was encountered i n  
Equation 10 due to  q being positive. This was caused by the uninten- 
tional selection of tes t  values of mean pore radii, rc ,  which were too 
large,  thus yielding positive values of 7 and a negative radical. Lack 
of t ime  prevented reselection of tes t  variables.  However, this obstacle 
pointed out the importance of selecting rc in  future gravity designs such 
that the t e r m  7 i s  negative, thus yielding a positive radical. 
C. Comparison of Working Fluids 
Selection of a good working fluid i s  vital to proper heat pipe 
design. The choice of fluids s t a r t s  tentatively with a boiling point that 
coincides with the desired operating temperature.  Moreover, a t  this  
operating temperature the fluid saturation p r e s s u r e  must  be sma l l  
enough that containment i s  not a ser ious problem, and a thin-walled 
pipe can  be used for good heat t r ans fe r  and light weight. The compati-  
bility of the working fluid with enclosure and wick mater ia l s  i s  a l so  a 
consideration, although the usual procedure will be to select  wick and 
enclosure mater ia l s  to be compatible with a chosen working fluid s ince 
m o r e  flexibility exists with s t ruc tura l  mater ia l s  than with working fluids. 
In the selection of working fluids, cer ta in  desirable propert ies  
m a y  b e  l isted immediately from physical reasoning. These a r e  
e Suitable boiling point 
e High latent heat 
e High surface tension 
s High thermal  conductivity 
e Good wetting ability 
e+ Noncorrosive 
@ Nontoxic 
e~ Iner t  to chemical decomposition. 
It i s  a l so  important to  select a working fluid such that the heat 
pipe will have a large maximum power limit. Examination of Equation 10 
provides a c r i te r ion  for selecting fluids which will yield the large power 
limit. Considering a fixed heat pipe geometry, Equation 10 may be 
written in t e r m s  of only fluid properties as 
X C " Q  pv 
Qmax = KI P 
f'Q / Kz ' [KZ' - K1 ( ~ 4  i c &  Q - 
where K1, KZt Kg, and K4 a r e  constants representing groups of fixed 
geometrical parameters .  Thus, for large Qmax, Equation 10 shows that 
the following t rends in fluid properties should exist: 
e A t-l. Q p V / p Q  should be large 
e p Q  10- cos 8 should be smal l  {the t e r m  [(K4 p~ /u cos 0) - 11 
mus t  be negative); this i s  significant only i n  a gravity field. 
@ cr p Q 2  cos e / p v  should be large. 
Since contradictions appear to exist in some properties of the 
three  groupings above, it i s  impossible to se t  forth any one fluid pro-  
perty group that should be maximized. The only s u r e  way to compare 
working fluids for a specified heat pipe geometry i s  to  substitute their  
properties into Equation 10 and to note the t rend in maximum power 
limit. This task was performed for some of the m o r e  promising work- 
ing fluids considering the baseline geometrical constants l isted in 
Table 1. 
The resu l t s  of the working fluid comparison a r e  shown in 
Figure 11, where maximum heat t ransfer  ra te  is  plotted versus oper-  
ating temperature for various fluids. It is  seen that for high-temperature 
performance sodium appears to be a much better fluid than cesium. 
Other investigations (Refs. 5, 6, and 7) have shown potassium and lith- 
ium to be good high-temperature fluids also. 
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For applications in the temperature range 50 to 60OQF, water 
i s  about the best  heat pipe fluid available. Reference 5 points out that 
water has  an order  of magnitude grea ter  capacity than ethyl alcohol, 
and almost  two orders  of magnitude greater  capacity than the Minnesota 
Mining Company fluid FC-78. 
For  applications a t  temperatures  below the freezing point of 
water,  but above - 100" F, ammonia is  suitable. A lack of surface 
tension data prevented complete analysis of ammonia. Below - 100" F 
the cryogenic fluids a r e  available. A calculation was performed for 
liquid oxygen a t  one temperature,  a s  shown by Figure 11. Again, lack 
of surface tension data prevented complete evaluation. 
Although only a few fluids were  evaluated here,  an optimum heat 
pipe design should include a s imi lar  evaluation of a l l  available wetting 
fluids that have boiling points and saturation p res su re  which coincide 
with the des i red  operating range. 
D. Wick Characterization 
The wick, or capi l larystructure,  i s  a vital component of the heat 
pipe. It must  s e r v e  to pump the condensate from the cold end to  the hot 
end with a minimum of internal resis tance to the flow. These two 
requirements a r e  contradictory, since the smal l  pore s ize that is needed 
to effectively pump the liquid causes high internal resis tance.  Wick 
design configurations admit of wide variation. Wick types that have 
been investigated include wire  screens ,  sintered meta l  f ibers,  woven 
glass fibers,  fibrous paper, and axial  grooves machined in the container 
wall  with and without wire  sc reen  coverings. 
Examination of Equation 10 shows that the pertinent properties 
that charac ter ize  wick s t ruc ture  relative to heat pipe usefulness a r e  
mean pore radius, r c ,  fraction of wick volume occupied by the liquid 
(porosity), E , and the dimensionless geometrical constant b. Desirable 
wick s t ruc tures  a r e  character ized by la rge  b and smal l  6 and rc .  
The constant b i s  ra ther  poorly defined in the l i te ra ture  a s  simply 
a "dimensionless goometrical constant". Reference 2 introduced the 
t e r m  b, and reported only that the nonconnected paral le l  cylindrical pores 
b e 8 ,  and for wick s t ructure with tortuous and interconnected passages 
b = 10 to 20. Kemme (Ref. 4) r e fe r red  to b a s  the "screen p e r m e -  
ability factor' '  and reported a value of b = 12 for a sc reen  having an 
effective radius, r c ,  of 0.08 mil l imeters ,  thickness of 0.22 mi l l imeters  
and porosity, E , of 0. 5. Evidently, b must  be determined experiment- 
ally from liquid p res su re  drop measurements  for each capillary s t ruc -  
t u r e  of interest .  
Since it i s  usually desirable  to have a minimum tempera ture  
differential between the liquid-vapor interface and the container wall, 
i t  i s  important that the wick s t ruc ture  have a la rge  thermal  conductance. 
Reference  5 reported one t e s t  in  which a heat pipe failed because of boil- 
ing between the pipe wall and a woven glass fiber wick. The vapor film 
apparently pushed the wick away from the wall, resulting in a burnout 
of the pipe. The failure occurred even a t  a low power input level of 40 
watts. From this failure it was concluded by Reference  5 that 
e The thermal  conductivity of nonmetal wicks i s  too low for 
use in heat pipes designed for high power levels 
0 The wick s t ruc ture  should be bonded to the pipe wall  to 
decrease the res i s tance  to energy conduction. 
Numerous tes t s  (Refs. 1, 4, and 8 through 10) have demonstrated 
that wicks constructed of wire  screens  bonded to o r  p r e s s  -fit against 
either grooved o r  nongrooved walls have sufficient thermal  conductance 
to permi t  continuous operation a t  high power input levels without failure 
due to film boiling. 

SECTION III. ANALYSIS O F  HEAT PIPE APPLICATIONS TO 
SPACECRAFT THERMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS 
After completion of a l i te ra ture  survey of heat pipe technology 
and the parametr ic  analysis described above, some concepts were  
established which seemed to  have obvious application to the solution 
of spacecraf t  thermal  control problems. This section contains an 
analysis and discussion of each of the selected concepts. It i s  impor-  
tant to note that the applications cited h e r e  a r e  only a few of the many 
heat pipe applications which can  be expected to  be discovered af ter  
subsystems a r e  defined m o r e  clear ly and designs progress  further. 
A. Utilization of Heat Pipe Concept to  Control 
Boiloff Rate of Stored Cryogen 
An application of the heat pipe concept which i s  potentially a t t r a c -  
tive consists of utilizing a closed heat pipe loop to absorb and re jec t  
excess  heat leak  through cryogenic tanks during extended s torage i n  
space. The concept i s  i l lustrated schematically in  Figure 12. A sealed, 
continuous heat pipe loop i s  deployed such that one portion i s  in contact 
with the  s tored  cryogen o r  tank walls inside the insulation. Another 
portion of the closed loop a t  the outer vehicle skin constitutes a radiator  
which i s  considered to be thermally shielded such that i t  radiates t o  
deep space. The working fluid sealed inside the heat pipe i s  a l so  a 
cryogen which has a boiling temperature slightly lower than that of the 
s tored  cryogen. The working fluid could possibly be the same  type fluid 
a s  the s tored  cryogen, but a t  a slightly lower pressure .  
As heat leaks through the normal  insulation and i s  t ransmit ted 
to the heat pipe in contact with the tank walls o r  s tored  cryogen, the 
working fluid in the heat pipe wick evaporates, absorbing i t s  latent heat 
of phase change, a t  a lower tempera ture  than the saturation tempera ture  
of the s tored  cryogen. The generated vapor flows a t  i ts  saturation t em-  
pera ture  to the cooler radiator end of the heat pipe because of the differ- 
ence i n  vapor pressure ,  where i t  condenses onto the wick, giving up i ts  
latent heat. The condensate returns to the portion of the heat pipe in 
the s torage tank by capillary pumping, where it i s  ready to absorb m o r e  
heat through the vaporization process .  If a l l  of the heat leak could be 
t r ans fe r red  to the heat pipe, the boiloff ra te  would be reduced to zero.  
Since the heat pipe i s  not in contact with a l l  of the tank wall o r  cryogen, 
only par t  of the heat leak will be absorbed, and the amount of boiloff 
TANK WALL 
( INSULATED)  
STORED L I Q U I D  
HEAT P I P E  
RADIATOR 
INSULAT ION 
,HEAT P I P E  C O I L  
FIGURE 12. USE OF HEAT P I P E  CONCEPT TO CONTROL STORED L I Q U I D  TEMPERATURE 
OR BOILOFF RATE 
reduction will depend on the degree of contact between the heat pipe and 
the s tored  cryogen. One method of improving the amount of contact 
would consist of utilizing a double-wall tank which i s  lined with a satu-  
rated wick. The space between the walls could then act a s  a vapor 
chamber (Ref. 11) and absorb the heat leak through the outer wall. By 
connecting the vapor chamber through a heat pipe loop to a radiator,  a s  
described above, the vapor could be condensed and returned through the 
wick to  the vapor chamber by capillary pumping. The working fluid 
again would have a boiling temperature slightly lower than that of the 
s tored  cryogen to keep the temperature of the s tored  cryogen below i ts  
saturation temperature.  
Application of this concept could resu l t  in a la rge  weight savings 
i f  the duration of cryogenic s torage is  a long period. This i s  i l lustrated 
by Figure 13. Without the heat pipe boiloff reduction system, the excess 
weight at  lift-off will consis t  of the weight of the predicted amount of 
liquid boiloff during the s torage duration, plus the extra weight of the 
tanks required to  contain the boiloff. With the heat pipe boiloff reduc- 
tion system, the excess  weight a t  lift-off will consist  of the weight of 
the heat pipe system, including the heat pipe radiator,  plus the 
weight of the reduced amount of boiloff. If a l l  the heat leak through the 
tank insulation could be t ransfer red  to the heat pipe loop, the boiloff 
would be reduced to zero.  The realizable weight savings increases  with 
des i red  duration of cryogen storage, a s  shown in  Figure 13. For shor t  
missions,  i t  m a y  be m o r e  advantageous to simply haul extra  liquid and 
to tolerate  some boiloff. However, for long s torage durations, the 
expected boiloff weight i s  excessive. 
Hopefully, the heat pipe system will provide a significant weight 
savings. However, a thorough systems study i s  required to provide 
meaningful numerical  results.  Such a thorough study i s  not within the 
scope of this work and should be conducted a s  a separa te  follow-on study. 
As a f i r s t  s tep to  determining the technical feasibility of this 
concept, the maximum limiting heat flux that could be radiated by the 
radiator  end of the loop was calculated for some candidate cryogenic 
working fluids. Fluids considered were  liquid oxygen, nitrogen, fluoride, 
neon, hydrogen, and helium. The maximum limiting heat flux from the 
radiator  was calculated from the Stefan-Boltzmann relation 
HEAT P IPE 
/ SYSTEM PLUS HE' 'IPE REDUCED BOILOFF 1 SYSTEM 
TIME 
FIGURE 13. POTENTIAL WEIGHT SAVINGS PROVIDED BY HEAT P I P E  
BOILOFF REDUCTION SYSTEM 
where 
qmax - maximum limiting radiator heat f lux ,  ~ t u / h r  -ft2 
cr - Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 0. 1718 X l o - *  ~ t u / h r  - f t ' - " ~ ~  
T - absolute tempera ture  of radiating surface,  OR 
E - surface emis sivity. 
Utilization of this equation assumes  radiation from a surface a t  t empera -  
ture,  T, and emissivity, E , to deep space a t  OOR, It i s  noted that for 
the concept considered he re  to be successful, the radiator must  be 
shielded such that irradiation i s  practically zero. 
The calculated maximum limiting heat flux i s  plotted a s  a func- 
tion of radiator surface tempera ture  in Figure 14, assuming a sur face  
emissivi ty  of 0.9. Also noted on Figure 14 a r e  the saturation tempera-  
tures  of the s ix cryogenic fluids (at  a p res su re  of 14. 7 psia) and the 
corresponding maximum heat flux values that could be attained by a 
radiator  a t  these temperatures.  Thus, i f  a radiator with surface emis -  
sivity of 0.9 were constructed using liquid oxygen a t  14. 7 psia a s  the 
working fluid, and i f  this radiator  could be made  of 100-percent efficient 
with i t s  ent i re  surface a t  the saturation temperature of 162.4"R, the 
maximum attainable radiation heat flux would be 1.085 ~ t u / h r - f t 2 .  Of 
course,  various deficiencies prevent the attainment of this maximum 
radiation flux. However, i t  i s  a lso noted that typical values of heat 
leak flux through insulated cryogenic tank walls a r e  of the order  0. 2 
~ t u / h r  -ft2. Therefore,  it i s  possible that the ratio of radiator sur face  
a r e a  to  s torage tank surface a rea  could be appreciably l e s s  than unity, 
and the concept approaches practicality. The concept could a l so  be 
enhanced by utilizing a highly efficient radiator  constructed entirely of 
heat pipes, a s  discussed by Reference 6. 
It is important to  note that the maximum limiting radiation flux 
for a heat  pipe radiator employing hydrogen, helium, o r  neon a s  the 
working fluid i s  extremely small ,  because of their  low boiling tempera  - 
tures .  This observation essentially eliminates this concept a s  a boiloff 
reduction system for liquid hydrogen because the heat pipe fluid sa tura  - 
tion tempera ture  which is  assumed to be the radiator temperature mus t  
be even lower than that of the s tored  cryogen. Therefore,  the rat io  of 
RADIATOR SURFACE TEMPERATURE ( " 8 )  
FIGURE 14. MAXIMUM L I M I T I N G  R A D I A T I O N  HEAT FLUX AS A FUNCTION 
OF RADIATOR SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
radiator to s torage  tank a r e a  would be extremely l a rge  ( = l o o ) ,  and the 
concept would be  feasible for only very  sma l l  tanks. However, the 
concept does appear m o r e  promising for liquid oxygen. 
To permi t  estimation of the minimum radiator a r e a s  that would 
be required to  re jec t  various heat leak fluxes using LO2 or  LN2 a s  the 
heat pipe working fluid, Figure 15 was prepared. It shows the minimum 
rat io  of radiator  t o  tank surface a r e a  versus  average heat leak flux 
through the tank wall. The actual radiator  surface a rea  will always be 
somewhat grea ter  than indicated by this ratio. To obtain the curves of 
Figure 15, i t  was assumed that a l l  heat leak through the tank insulation 
i s  t r ans fe r red  through the heat pipe loop to the radiator.  Each value 
represented by these curves i s  simply the rat io  of the tank heat leak 
flux in  question to the maximum limiting radiator heat flux shown by 
Figure 14 for the  respective working fluids. It i s  noted from Figure 15 
that for typical heat leak fluxes of about 0. 2 ~ t u / h r - f t 2 ,  the minimum 
possible rat ios  of radiator to  tank surface a r e a  a r e  0. 35 for LN2 and 
0.175 for LO2. These smal l  ratios indicate that the concept could be 
successful utilizing radiators of reasonable dimensions. 
If higher heat pipe working fluid p r e s s u r e s  a r e  permissible ,  
increased  heat rejection potential i s  available because of increased 
working fluid saturation temperature and, hence, increased radiator 
surface temperature.  The effect of increased heat pipe p res su re  on 
maximum limiting radiator heat flux i s  i l lustrated by Figure 16 for 
LO2 and LN2. 
Perhaps the most  difficult problem to overcome in achieving 
feasibility in  this concept i s  that of thermally shielding the radiator  
portion of the heat  pipe loop from heat gains due to conduction through 
the spacecraf t  s t ruc ture  and i r radiat ion f rom the spacecraf t  and exter -  
nal (solar ,  albedo, o r  planetshine) sources.  Since the radiator mus t  
function a t  cryogenic temperatures ,  heat gain from sources other than 
the cryogenic s torage tank mus t  be almost  completely eliminated. 
Otherwise, the radiator  would simply ac t  a s  a heat collector,  and the 
heat pipe loop would function in r eve r se  to add m o r e  heat to the s torage 
tank, 
One method of reducing unwanted i r radiat ion from solar ,  albedo, 
and planetshine sources for an  Earth-orbi ta l  vehicle is  to orient the 
spacecraf t  judiciously during flight. For  example, by orienting the 
vehicle broadside to the Earth,  a s  shown by Figure 17, with the radiator  
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17.  I L L U S T R A T I O N  O F  METHOD TO REDUCE I R R A D I A T I O N  
BY PROPER V E H I C L E  O R I E N T A T I O N  
TO RADIATOR 
directed away from the Earth,  external irradiation is  essentially z e r o  
during three-fourths of the orbit. During the remaining one-fourth of 
the orbi t ,  the radiator receives direct  radiation from the Sun. During 
this per iod of maximum irradiation, a means must  be provided to prevent 
r e v e r s e  operation of the heat pipe loop such that m o r e  heat i s  not added 
to the s torage tank. This might be accomplished by shading the radiator  
using louvers o r  some such device, and/or  by "killing" the heat pipe 
operation temporarily,  thus blocking the flow of vaporized working fluid 
to the portion of the loop in c ontact with the s tored  cryogen. Vapor flow 
in  the heat  pipe loop could be blocked temporari ly  by allowing a noncon- 
densible gas (e. g., helium) to escape from a pressur ized  vesse l  and to  
flow into the portion of the heat pipe loop in contact with the s tored  liquid. 
The noncondensible gas would remain  in the cooler end of the heat pipe, 
a s  demonstrated by Reference 1 and other experiments, throughout the 
period of maximum irradiation. As the vehicle moves out of the region 
of high irradiation, the noncondensible gases would be withdrawn again 
into the second vessel, thus allowing the heat pipe loop to function 
normally again. Obviously, some method would have to be provided for 
ensuring withdrawal of only noncondensible gases and no working fluid. 
The concept discussed he re  for reducing liquid boiloff during 
long-term cryogenic s torage appears  to  have considerable potential. It 
i s  par t icular ly attractive because i t  i s  simple, self-contained, and 
requi res  no mechanical pumps o r  other hardware which a r e  susceptible 
to failure. Of course,  obstacles may  a r i s e  which will challenge the  
technical feasibility of the concept. For  example, Reference 5 s ta tes  
that cryogenic fluids a r e  relatively poor heat pipe working fluids. They 
m a y  b e  adequate, however, to re jec t  the smal l  heat leak ra tes  through 
insulated tanks. It i s  felt that the idea warrants  careful consideration 
and fur ther  investigation to provide a conclusive evaluation of i t s  worth. 
B. Thermal  Analysis of Heat Pipes Integrated into Spacecraft 
Skin to Lmprove Temperature Uniformity 
Heat pipes may have an  application in improving the tempera ture  
uniformity of the outer surface of an object, such a s  a spacecraf t ,  which 
i s  subjected to  nonuniform heating from an  external source. For  this  
discussion consider a long meta l  cylinder which i s  subjected to combined 
solar ,  albedo, and planetshine irradiation. Without heat pipes the skin 
tempera ture  will obviously be nonuniform around the vehicle because of 
nonuniform heating. The addition of heat pipes around the circumference 
a t  regular  axial  intervals ( see  Figure 18) will cause almost immediate 
t ransfer  of heat received by the heat pipes from irradiated a r e a s  around 
to the shaded a r e a s  with practically no temperature drop. This c rea te s  
a s e r i e s  of narrow isothermal  bands around the vehicle, and the only 
variation in temperature i s  between each heat pipe and the adjacent 
metal. Thus, heat conduction around the cylinder may  be neglected, 
and the only appreciable heat flow in the meta l  skin will be axially 
between the heat pipe and the adjacent metal. 
The differential equation describing the heat flow in the meta l  
between heat pipes m a y  be derived a s  follows. 
Consider the cylindrical segment i l lustrated in Figure 19 a s  the 
model for analysis. The derivation i s  based on the following assumptions: 
Heat flow by conduction in the skin i s  in the axial direction 
only (radial  and circumferential  temperature gradients 
a r e  negligible) . 
e The inside surface of the vehicle skin i s  adiabatic. 
The total absorbed irradiation flux, Qsa including solar,  
albedo, and planetshine components, i s  known. 
e Thermophysical properties of the skin s t ruc ture  a r e  
invariant with temperature.  
Heat t ransfer  i s  steady state. 
Based on the above assumptions, the appropriate heat balance equation 
i s  a s  follows: 
Conduction into 
Element dx at x 
Conduction out 
of Element dx + 
from Element dx 
Between x and 
Expressed mathematically this heat balance becomes 
Total Absorbed 
Irradiation 
Between x and 
(X + dx) 
- dT 
- ks ( 2  n r 6 )  t Qs (2 n r o  dx) = - ks ( 2  n 6 )  - d x  xtdx dT I 
= 
t a E ( 2  TT ro  dx) T~ (1 6 )  
IRRADIATION 
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FIGURE 18. SCHEMATIC OF IRRADIATED CYLINDRICAL SPACECRAFT 
WITH HEAT P IPES ATTACHED TO OUTER S K I N  
/- SEGMENT OF SPACECRAFT S K I N  
SPACECRAFT 
MIDPLANE BETWEEN 
HEAT P I P E  
FIGURE 19. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR ANALYSIS OF HEAT P I P E S  
INTEGRATED INTO SPACECRAFT S K I N  
where 
ks - thermal  conductivity of spacecraft  skin mater ial ,  
Btu/hr-ft-OR 
- 
r - mean radius of outer skin, f t  
6 - skinthickness ,  ft 
T - local skin temperature,  "R 
x - axial  distance from station midway between heat 
pipes, ft 
Qs - local total absorbed irradiation flux, including solar ,  
albedo, and planetshine, ~ t u / h r  -ft2 
ro  - radius of outer skin surface,  ft 
u - Stefan-Boltzmannconstant, 0.1718 X l ~ - ~ ~ t u / h r - f t ~ - ~ ~ ~  
E - emissivity of outer skin sur face .  
- For  cylinders of la rge  radius, r = ro;  and the equation above m a y  be 
reduced to the following differential equation with the aid of the mean 
value theorem: 
where M is located somewhere between x and (x  t dx). The t e r m s  
cancel,  and a s  the s ize of the element approaches ze ro  a s  a l imit ,  a 
value a t  M becomes a value a t  the point x. Thus, further reduction 
yields the final form of the differential equation governing the heat flow: 
where 
The applicable boundary conditions a r e  
o r  the temperature midway between heat pipes represents 
either the minimum o r  maximum for each circumferential 
location, with no axial heat conduction a t  this point. 
is  the same for each element, since i t  i s  the heat pipe 
temperature (B i s  the heat pipe spacing). 
This condition specifies that the net heat flow into the heat 
pipe by conduction equals the net heat flow out of it, around 
the cylinder. 
By letting 
and 
Equation 19 may  be integrated to yield 
Applying the condition T = To, dT/dx = 0 a t  x = 0, the following relation 
i s  obtained 
where To i s  the temperature midway between heat pipes. 
Following the procedure of Reference 11, the temperature 
between heat pipes may  be calculated approximately from a truncated 
MacLaurin s e r i e s  
i s  given by Equation 18 with T se t  equal to To, and the higher derivatives 
a r e  found by repeated differentiation of d2 ~ / d x ' ,  noting that 
Thus, 
and 
The computational procedure for determining the tempera ture  
distribution between heat pipes around the cylinder i s  described below. 
It i s  assumed that the heat pipe spacing, B, the total absorbed 
i r radiat ion flux variation around the vehicle, Qs, the skin thic knes s ,  6 ,  
and thermophysical properties a r e  given. The step-by-step computational 
procedure then i s  a s  follows: 
(1) Assume a value of temperature,  To, midway between heat 
pipes a t  8 = 0, where 8 i s  c i rcumferent ial  angle from a n  
a r b i t r a r y  starting point on the cylinder. 
(2) Calculate the heat pipe temperature,  TB/z ,  a t  8 = 0 f rom 
Equation 23  based on To and the appropriate value of Qs. 
(3) Calculate the slope 
a t  the heat pipe from Equation 22. 
(4) Increment 8, assume a value of To a t  this angle (a good 
guess would be To for the l a s t  increment).  
(5) Calculate the heat pipe tmeperature,  Tg /2 ,  a t  the new 9 
based on the assumed To and the appropriate value of Qs 
a t  the new 8 .  
(6) If the value of heat pipe tempera ture  calculated in Step 5 
equals the value established in Step 2 (within specified l imits) ,  
go to Step 7. If  not equal, make new est imate of To, r e tu rn  
to Step 5. 
(7) Calculate the slope 
a t  the cur rent  value of 8 . 
(8) If 0 5 2 7 ~ ~  go back to Step 4. If 8 2 ~ T T ,  go to Step 9. 
(9) Evaluate 12r (G) do numerically. d x  x = B / 2  
(10) If value of integral calculated in Step 9 equals zero (within 
specified l imits),  the cor rec t  temperature distribution 
has been determined. If not equal, select  new value of 
To a t  0 = 0, re turn  to  Step 2. 
The procedure described above should be readily adaptable to  
solution on the digital computer to permit  rapid calculations. The 
resul ts  of a sample calculation by Reference 11 for a specified configura- 
tion demonstrated the effectiveness of heat pipes in  improving the tem-  
pera ture  uniformity of an i r radiated surface. 
C. Removal of Heat f rom a Concentrated Source 
Using the Heat Pipe 
One important application of the heat pipe i s  to t ranspor t  heat 
between a concentrated source,  such a s  an electronic component, and 
a sink, such a s  a heat exchanger o r  radiator.  The configuration con- 
s idered in this analysis i s  shown in Figure 20. A cylindrical heat pipe 
i s  attached to a heat source a t  one end and a heat sink a t  the other end. 
Heat enters  the heat pipe by axial  conduction into the pipe walls a t  the 
source end and leaves by the same mechanism a t  the sink end. The 
pipe i s  considered to be perfectly insulated with no heat loss  between 
the ends. Heat flows axially through the pipe walls by conduction and 
radially through the liquid-saturated wick by evaporation, condensation, 
and conduction. 
The following a s  sumptions a r e  utilized in the analysis : 
e Heat t ransfer  i s  considered to be steady state.  
e Pipe wall thermophysical properties a r e  invariant with 
temperature.  
s The pipe wall temperature var ies  only in the axial  direction. 
(D The outer sur face  of the heat pipe is perfectly insulated. 
CENT 
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FIGURE 2 0 .  SCHEMATIC OF HEAT P I P E  BETWEEN SOURCE AND S I N K  
Considering an axial  element dz of pipe wall f rom Figure 20, the follow- 
ing heat balance m a y  be written for steady-state heat t ransfer :  
Axial Conduction Axial Conduction Radial Heat Transfer 
For the configuration shown by Figure 20, the applicable equation i s  
where 
T - t empera ture  of pipe wall, " R  
Ti - t empera ture  a t  liquid-vapor interface,  OR 
z - axial  distance f r o m  end of heat pipe, ft 
kp  - therma,l conductivity of pipe wall, ~ t u / h r - f t -  OK 
2 A, - c r o s s  sectional a r e a  of heat pipe wall, f t  
P - perimeter  of container a t  inside sur face ,  f t  
h - average heat t r ans fe r  coefficient, ~ t u / h r - f t 2  - O R .  
The product p dz represen ts  the surface a r e a  of the pipe wall between 
sections z and (z  + dz) in contact with the working fluid. The t e r m s  
(k A dT/dz  1 z) cancel,  and a s  the s ize  of the e lement  approaches z e r o  P C. 
a s  a l lmit ,  a value a t  M becomes a value a t  the point X. The differential 
equation may then be reduced to 
where 
Equation 28  i s  a l inear ,  second o rde r ,  homogeneous differential equation 
with constant coefficients, whose general  solution i s  
The l a rges t  variation in wall t empera ture  will occur near  the ends 
of the heat pipe. If the analysis i s  l imited to the a r e a s  near  the ends of 
the pipe where mos t  of the evaporation and condensation occur ,  the 
appropriate boundary conditions a r e  
where z is  now considered to be the distance f rom the appropria te  
(evaporator or  condenser) end of the heat pipe. At the evaporator end, 
Q is positive, and a t  the condenser end, Q is  negative. The la t ter  
boundary condition is  approximate,  but is  fairly real is t ic  since mos t  
of the temperature variation occurs  very near (within 1 to 2 inches) 
of the ends of the heat pipe. 
Applying these boundary conditions to the general solution 
(Equation 2 9 ) ,  the following particular solution is  obtained for the 
temperature distribution along the heat pipe walls near the ends: 
T - T i =  Q exp ( - m z )  . k A, m P 
The coefficient (Q/kp Ac m )  will  be positive a t  the evaporator end and 
negative a t  the condenser end. Also, the heat t ransfer  coefficient, h, 
will be the boiling coefficient, hb, a t  the evaporator end and the conden- 
sation coefficient, hc, a t  the condenser end. 
1. Evaluation of Heat Transfer  Coefficients. Before Equation 31 
can be solved for a particular problem, the boiling and condensation heat 
t ransfer  coefficients, hb and hc,  mus t  be evaluated. The cur rent  s ta te  
of knowledge of boiling and condensing heat t ransfer  for wicked surfaces 
i s  very primitive. The information available with respect  to spacecraf t  
applications of heat pipes has two basic weaknesses. F i r s t ,  a lmost  a l l  
of the heat t ransfer  coefficients that have been measured  a r e  for con- 
ventional, unwicked surfaces.  Second, very little data have been collected 
in 0-g acceleration fields. Therefore,  any attempts to evaluate, hb and 
hc mus t ,  a t  present,  be considered only approximate. Since i t  i s  desirable  
to be able to predict heat pipe engineering performance, relations will be 
presented for estimating hb and hc based on the 1-g information available 
to date. These relations a r e  only tentative, and should be replaced as  
improved data becomes available. 
The relative importance of gravitational and surface tension 
effects appears to be determined by the ratio of liquid volume to wetted 
surface a rea .  In wick boiling and condensation, the liquid volumes in 
the capillary passages a r e  sma l l ,  and the ratio of surface a r e a  to liquid 
volume is  large.  Therefore,  it i s  reasonable to expect that boiling and 
condensation in capillary s t ruc tures  a r e  influenced primari ly  by surface 
tension forces ,  and that gravitational effects a r e  of minor importance. 
If this hypothesis is cor rec t ,  heat t ransfer  data measured f rom capillary 
s t ruc tures  i n  the 1 -g environment should be reasonably accurate  for the 
0-g environment. 
a .  Boiling Heat T r a n s f e r  Coefficient. The  recommended 
equation (Ref .  12)  f o r  es t imat ing the boiling heat  t r ans f e r  coefficient, 
hb, i s  
where 
hb - average  boiling heat  t rans fe r  coefficient, ~ t u / h r  -ft2 - OR 
pQ - dynamic viscosity of liquid, l b m l h r - f t  
Prl  
- Prand t l  number of liquid 
De - dimension pa rame te r ,  f t  
G '  - m a s s  flux of liquid (A:: $, l b f ~ h r - f t 2  
P1 - dens i t yo f l i qu id ,  lbm/f t3  
cr - sur face  tension of liquid-vapor -wick in terface ,  lbf/f t  
g - accelera t ion of gravi ty ,  f t / h r 2  
g c - dimens iona lcons tan t ,  lbm-f t / lb f -hr2  
p - absolute p r e s s u r e  of liquid, lbf/f t2 
c - specific heat  of liquid, Btu/lbm-OR 
PQ 
Ab - a r e a  of boiling heat  t r ans f e r  su r f ace ,  f t2  
E - porosi ty  of cap i l l a ry  s t ruc tu r e  
X - la tent  heat  of vaporization of liquid, Btu/lbm 
Q, - r a t e  of heat t r ans f e r  into evaporator ,  B tu lhr .  
Until improved data a r e  available for reduced gravity fields,  
the gravitational acceleration should be entered a s  1-g. For  a meshed 
fiber type capillary s t ructure (wick), Reference 12 recommends that 
the dimensional parameter ,  De, be represented by 
where r i s  hydraulic radius. The hydraulic radius of this type of wick h 
i s  defined as  
where As is fiber surface a r e a  per unit volume of wick in f t2 / f t3 .  The 
value of As may  be calculated f rom 
where 
pw. - 
1 
density of fiber-void mesh ,  lbm/ft3 
Pf - fiber density, lbm/ft3 
Df - m e a n f i b e r d i a m e t e r ,  ft. 
One difficulty which a r i s e s  in evaluating hb for the configuration of 
Figure 20 is  that the surface a rea ,  Ab, over which boiling occurs  is  
not known a pr ior i .  As heat i s  added to the end of the pipe and flows 
down the pipe walls and through the wick, evaporation will occur along 
an unknown distance down the heat pipe. This distance is  required in 
evaluating the surface a r e a ,  Ab, to be used ultimately in calculating 
G ' ;  the average liquid m a s s  flux through the capillary s t ructure.  One 
approach is  to use a t r ia l  and e r r o r  procedure in which the length of 
evaporation is f i r s t  assumed to permit  a t r i a l  calculation of hb. This 
t r i a l  value i s  then used in Equation 31 to calculate the wall temperature 
distribution alongthe heat pipe. The evaporator length for the next i te ra-  
tion i s  determined a s  the distance a t  which the calculated wall tempera-  
ture  equals the liquid saturation temperature.  However, one of the 
assumptions s e t  for th in deriving Equation 3 1 was that the wall tempera-  
ture  approaches the liquid interface temperature a s  distance f rom the 
end becomes infinite. Thus,  the calculated wall temperature f rom 
Equation 3 1 will always be slightly greater  than the desired liquid 
interface temperature even a t  large X . However, physical reasoning 
requires  that the wall temperature must  become less  than the interface 
temperature a t  some point along the heat pipe, since condensation mus t  
begin. Since most  of the evaporation occurs  near the hot end of the 
pipe, the required evaporator length for evaluating hb may be determined 
with sufficient accuracy as  the distance a t  which the calculated wall 
temperature is very close to the interface temperature,  e.  g . ,  where 
This length is then used in the second iteration in evaluating hb. The 
temperature distribution i s  recalculated, and the evaporator length is  
determined again. The iteration is  continued until the calculated value 
of hb i s  constant, within prescr ibed l imits ,  between iterations. The 
appropriate value of hb and the cor rec t  temperature distribution have 
then been approximated. 
b. Condensation Heat Transfer .  The state of knowledge of 
condensation heat t ransfer  i s  s imilar  to that of boiling heat t ransfer .  
Agains, the difficulty encountered i s  that the available correlat ions for  
calculating the condensation heat t ransfer  coefficient, hc, contain gravi- 
tational acceleration coefficients and were  developed for  unwicked surfaces.  
Thus, i f  i t  i s  desirable to predict heat pipe performance, the only 
alternative is  to again assume that the shape and motion of the liquid 
phase in a capillary s t ructure a r e  independent of gravitational acce lera-  
tion and to utilize the available correlations developed for the 1-g 
environment to estimate the heat t ransfer  coefficient. The designer 
is  handicapped even further here than in the boiling situation because 
no known data exists for condensation onto wick type s t ruc tures .  As 
a f i r s t  approximation, the following relation f rom Reference 13 for 
laminar  condensation on horizontal tubes may be utilized to est imate 
the condensation coefficient: 
whe r e  
hc - average condensation heat t ransfer  coefficient, 
~ t u / h r  -ft2 -OR 
kf? 
- thermal  conductivity of condensate fi lm, 
Btu/hr -ft- OR 
Pi - d e n s i t y o f l i q u i d i n w i c k ,  lbm/ft3 
g - acceleration of gravity, f t / h r 2  
X - latent heat of condensation, Btu/lbm 
J' i - inside diameter  of tube, ft  
p i  - dynamic viscosity of liquid in wick, lbm/hr  -ft 
ATsat 
- difference between saturated vapor and condensing 
surface temperature,  OR. 
In applying this equation, the acceleration of gravity, g,  
should be talcen a s  1 - g to obtain f i lm  coefficients of the same magnitude 
a s  on Earth.  The difference ATsat between the saturated vapor and 
the condensing surface is not known a pr ior i ,  but is  of necessity relatively 
sma l l  because coefficients of condensation heat t ransfer  a r e  generally 
very  large.  An iterative procedure may be used to determine an 
appropriate value of ATsat. 
Obviously, the procedure described here for estimating 
condensation heat t ransfer  coefficients is  very crude,  and should be 
considered for only the most  preliminary heat pipe performance ca l -  
culations. As improved correlations become available for reduced 
gravity condensation on wicked sur faces ,  the crude procedure described 
here should be replaced. 
2 .  Sample Calculation of Temperature Distribution Near Ends 
of Heat P i ~ e  Between Source and Sink. To il lustrate the com~uta t iona l  
procedure and the rapid dissipation of heat flow near the ends of the 
heat pipe, a hypothetical problem was analyzed for the configuration 
shown in Figure 20. The inputs utilized in the calculations a r e  l isted 
in Table 2. 
TABLE 2. INPUTS UTILIZED IN SAMPLE CALCULATION OF TEMPERATURE 
DISTRIBUTION NEAR ENDS OF HEAT PIPE BETWEEN SOURCE AND SINK 
I tern Data 
Enclosure 
Mater i  a1 
Outside diameter 
Wall th ickness 
Length 
Thermal c o n d u c t i v i t y  
A1 urni num 
2  i n .  
0.05 i n .  
3 f t  
120 Btu/hr-ft-OR 
Capi 11 ary  S t ruc tu re  
Mater i  a1 A1 uminum w i re  mesh 
Porosi  t y  0.8 
Mean f i b e r  diameter 0.0002 i n .  
Wick th ickness 0.32 i n .  
Working F1 u i  d  
F l u i d  Water 
Surface tens ion  0.0045 l b f / f t  
Contact angle 0  deg ( p e r f e c t  we t t i ng )  
Prescr ibed s a t u r a t i o n  temperature 150" F  
Heat Load 
Heat load  
Considering the inputs of Table 2 ,  the average boiling and con- 
densation heat t ransfer  coefficients were estimated to be 2 282 and 
1 950 ~ t u / h r - f t 2  -OR, respectively. The boiling heat t ransfer  coefficient 
was based on a length of boiling surface of 1 inch, which was confirmed 
by temperature calculations to be approximately correct .  The condensa- 
tion heat t ransfer  coefficient was based on an assumed average tempera-  
ture difference, ATsat, of 10°R.  
The resul ts  of the sample problem calculations a r e  shown 
in Figure 21. Calculated heat pipe wall temperature i s  plotted a s  a 
function of axial  distance f r o m  the hot and cold ends, for a prescr ibed 
liquid interface temperature of 150 O F .  As shown by Figure 21 almost  
a l l  of the heat flow i s  absorbed by the working fluid within a distance of 
1 inch f rom the hot end of the pipe. This  i s  evidenced by the rapid decline 
of wall temperature to essentially the liquid interface temperature.  
Likewise, significant axial temperature variation a t  the cold end i s  
limited to less  than 1 inch of length. It is noted that the temperature 
drop between source and sink is approximately 73OF, which i s  extremely 
large for a heat pipe. The large variation i s  confined almost entirely 
to segments near the end attachment points. This large difference is 
attributed to the large resis tance of the pipe wall to axial conduction a t  
the attachment r ings,  caused by the sma l l  c r o s s  -sectional a r e a  of the 
pipe wall. The large temperature difference could be reduced appreciably 
by increasing the pipe diameter. Perhaps a more  effective method would 
consist  of modifying the attachment hardware such that the heat i s  added 
and extracted f rom the heat pipe radially over a relatively large surface 
a rea .  In the la t ter  case the only resis tance to heat flow into the fluid 
would be the la te ra l  resis tance of the thin pipe wall. This should eliminate 
essentially a l l  temperature drop between source and sink. 
The radial  temperature distribution in the end plates to which 
the heat  pipe is  attached may be calculated using the procedures defined 
by Reference 11. 
D. Incorporation of Heat Pipe Concept 
into Spacecraft Radiator Design 
Utilization of the heat pipe concept has been considered (Refs. 6 ,  
14, 15, and 16) a s  a means of improving space radiator performance. 
Since the heat pipe is  essentially an isothermal  device, it may be used 
to eliminate the usual temperature differential between the tube and 
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solid fin of a conventional radiator.  Because the radiator will be 
radiating a t  a higher average temperature,  the required surface a r e a  
will be reduced. All of the investigations reported to date have been 
analytical, and have been directed toward high power, nuclear space 
power supply systems.  A review of these investigations i s  presented 
in Appendix A. 
These investigations have predicted substantial  weight savings 
by radiators  incorporating heat pipes and vapor chambers  over the con- 
ventional central  tube and fin design. However, a weight savings m a y  
not be realizable with manned orbital  vehicles such a s  the Saturn V 
Workshop, because the operating temperature i s  sufficiently low to 
permi t  integration of the conventional radiator into the spacecraft  skin,  
thus using the skin s t ructure a s  the radiator fin mater ial .  Radiator 
tubes a r e  attached directly underneath the spacecraf t  skin. Hence, 
no weight penalty is attributed to the radiator fin, and a very light 
radiator  resul ts .  Utilization of the heat pipe concept in radiator design 
usually requires  a double-wall s t ructure containing a working fluid 
between tubes. Whether a weight savings could be achieved using a 
heat pipe radiator would depend on whether the weight reduction obtained 
by the decrease  in required surface a r e a  would be greater  than the weight 
added by the additional wall thickness and working fluid. 
Two design concepts have been considered in the investigations 
to date. In the f i r s t ,  proposed by Haller,  e t  a1 of NASA (Refs. 14, 15, 
and 16), the solid fin of the conventional radiator i s  replaced by what 
is  t e rmed  a vapor chamber -fin. A representative geometry for a 
vapor chamber -fin radiator  i s  shown in Figure 22. The operation of 
the vapor chamber -fin i s  s imi lar  to that of the conventional heat pipe. 
A working fluid in the chamber i s  boiled off the tube surface and con- 
densed on the fin surface of the chamber to produce a fin of constant 
temperature.  Condensate is  then returned to the boiling surface by 
capillary action in the wick. Reference 14 presents  a detailed descr ip-  
tion of complete design procedures which may  be utilized to design a 
radiator of this type. Included a r e  a heat t ransfer  analysis of the vapor 
chamber and tube block, capillary fluid requirements ,  meteoroid pro-  
tection cr i te r ia ,  p res su re  drop analysis,  weight calculation and thermal  
degradation due to meteoroid puncture of some of the vapor chambers ,  
The description of Reference 14 is  considered sufficiently complete that 
fur ther  discussion here  of design equations and procedures i s  unnecessary 
These procedures could easi ly  be adapted to programmed solution by a 
digital computer such that rapid parametr ic  analysis could be performed. 
me- 
--- 
The vapor chamber-fin approach has one heat t ransfer  l imit  that 
adversely affects its performance. The fluid-carrying tubes a r e  always 
separated f rom the vapor chamber by a meteoroid ba r r i e r  thickness 
which crea tes  a significant temperature drop between the fluid in the 
tube and the vapor in the fin. Since heat rejection i s  a fourth-power 
function of the vapor chamber wall temperature,  any temperature 
differential between fluid and radiating surface lowers effectiveness 
and crea tes  a heavier system. 
Reference 6 introduced a second heat pipe radiator concept that 
allegedly overcomes the dilemma of having to provide sufficient meteoroid 
protection without sacrificing heat t ransfer  capability. This second con- 
cept, i l lustrated by Figure 23 ,  consists of inserting the ends of many 
sma l l  heat pipes into the fluid-carrying tubes such that the heat pipes 
a r e  in direct  contact with the pr imary  fluid. The heat pipes can thus 
be supplied heat directly f rom a fluid source which i s  protected f rom 
meteoroids without suffering the temperature drop associated with the 
meteoroid b a r r i e r  of the vapor chamber-fin concept. The heat pipes 
operate  in paral le l ,  functionally independent f rom one another. Because 
many independent heat pipes a r e  involved, they can be designed for a 
minimum weight for a specified probability that a cer tain fraction will 
r ema in  unpunctured throughout the mission. The effect of the puncture 
of a single heat pipe is only that it will cool and not contribute a s  
effectively a s  a heat t ransfer  member .  Since a large number a r e  
involved, and redundancy can be incorporated, the loss  of a considerable 
number can be tolerated. 
Reference 6 contains design procedures which apply to  this type 
of heat pipe radiator.  
It may  be concluded f rom this discussion of heat pipe radiators  
that introducing the heat pipe concept into radiator design appears  to  
be technically feasible,  and almost  certainly will resul t  in a reduction 
in required surface area.  
It s eems  doubtful that a heat pipe radiator having even a smal le r  
surface a r e a  could be lighter than a conventional tube and fin radiator 
which utilizes the vehicle skin as  the fin. However, utilizing a heat 
pipe radiator could be advantageous in a situation where the radiator  
must  be deployable. To compare decisively the weight of a heat pipe 
radiator with a conventional fin and tube radiator for any situation 
would require  a detailed sys tem optimization study of each design based 
on the constraints of the situation in question, which i s  beyond the scope 
of this work. 
DUCT 
F I G U R E  23.  HEAT P I P E  RADIATOR CONCEPT ( f r o m  R e f .  6 )  
SECTION IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The heat pipe i s  obviously a practical,  highly effective device 
for efficiently transporting large quantities of heat which will no doubt 
find many future applications in both aerospace and commercial  industries.  
The engineering analysis of heat pipe sys tems involves three kinds of 
problems. Given a spec.ification of a heat pipe and a prescription of i ts  
thermal  coupling with the external environment: 
cb What a r e  the actual distributions of temperature during 
operation? 
e What i s  the maximum power l imit  for the working range 
of heat fluxes? 
What t ransient  operating conditions a r e  required to bring 
the heat pipe to the operating conditions? 
In the prediction of temperature distributions during operation, 
perhaps the mos t  ser ious lack of knowledge is in the a r e a  of estimating 
evaporation and condensation heat t ransfer  coefficients for wicked 
s t ruc tures  in reduced gravity acceleration fields. A large amount of 
experimental work is needed in this a rea .  
In establishing maximum power l imits of heat pipes, most  of 
the analysis to date has assumed constant heat addition along the 
evaporator length, and constant heat removal along the condenser 
length. Methods need to be developed for predicting maximum power 
l imits considering other forms of heat addition and removal. 
Little work has been devoted to analyzing the transient s ta r t -up  
phase of heat pipe operation. Experiments described by Reference 5 
showed that s ta r t -up  of a frozen heat pipe is  cr i t ical ,  and that failure 
can occur even a t  low power input levels. Additional analysis and 
experimentation of the transient phase i s  needed. 
This investigation has shown that present knowledge of the 
engineering physics of the heat pipe process  i s  sufficient to permit  
real is t ic  prediction of the general feasibility of a prospective new 
application, although available performance prediction techniques need 
to be proven by correlat ion of actual flight experiments before they may  
be applied with confidence to optimize specific designs. 

APPENDIX A. LITERATURE SURVEY O F  
HEAT PIPE TECHNOLOGY 
The feasibility of utilizing the phase change character is t ics  of a 
working fluid to t ransfer  large quantitites of heat was investigated a s  ear ly  
a s  1960 (Ref. 17). In these tests  a water-saturated porous felt pad was 
attached to the lower side of a heated s tee l  plate in a simulation of e lec-  
tronic cooling. Plate temperature,  felt temperature and residual weight 
were recorded versus time. It was noted that there was a very sma l l  
temperature difference between the heated plate and the felt pad, and 
that the evaporation process was very effective in maintaining the heated 
plate a t  the saturation temperature of the working fluid. 
A. Introduction of Heat Pipe Concept 
The "heat pipe" concept considered in this investigation was 
introduced by Grover ,  Cotter,  and Erickson (Ref. 1). The device con- 
s is ted of a closed outer shell ,  a porous wick and a working fluid as  
shown in Figure 1. 
In the initial qualitative experiment water was used a s  the working 
fluid in a pyrex tube. The capillary s t ruc ture ,  or  wick, consisted of a 
porous Alundum tube, 2. 5 c m  outside diameter ,  1. 9 cm inside diameter ,  
and 30 c m  long. The pyrex tube fit tightly around the inser ted capillary 
s t ructure.  Enough water was added to saturate  the wick with a sma l l  
excess .  The pressure  in the tube was lowered by pumping a t  room tem-  
perature until the resulting boiling swept out a l l  but water vapor f rom 
the central  gas space. The tube was then sealed. An evacuated blank 
of identical s t ructure containing no water was also prepared. The heat 
pipe and the blank were arranged side by side,  and the top 10 c m  of the 
tubes were exposed to an inf rared  lamp. Within a few minutes the bottom 
of the heat pipe became and remained uncomfortably hot to the touch, 
whereas the bottom of the blank stayed nearly a t  room temperature.  
Following the initial qualifying experiment,  tes ts  were con- 
ducted on a 347 stainless s tee l  tube, employing liquid sodium a s  the 
working fluid. The wick, made of 100 mesh  304 stainless s tee l  s c reen  
with 0 ,  13-mm-diameter wires ,  was formed in a sp i ra l  of five layers  
and fitted closely against the inner wall of the tube to leave an inside 
diameter of 1. 3 cm. The heat pipe was placed in a vacuum chamber 
and about 13 c m  a t  one end was heated by electron bombardment f rom a 
concentric sp i r a l  filament. Heat was rejected along the pipe length by 
radiation,  with vapor condensation along the ent i re  heated section. The 
heated end was elevated 4 c m  above the unheated end. At a power input  
of 1 kW, the heat pipe operated a t  about 1 100°K. Steady s ta te  tempera-  
t u re s  were measu red  along the heat pipe a t  a number of input power 
levels.  These tempera ture  measurements  a r e  reproduced here  in 
Figure A-1. The tempera ture  plateaus indicate the length of pipe in 
which refluxing ( re turn  of the liquid condensate by capi l lary action) 
occurred.  The regions of rapidly decreasing tempera ture  were  a t t r ib-  
uted to the presence of hydrogen gas ,  a well known impurity in sodium 
meta l ,  toward the cooler end of the pipe. The hydrogen i s  swept toward 
the unheated end of the pipe by the flow of sodium vapor. In the hydrogen 
region, the heat flow is accomplished by ordinary thermal  conduction, 
mainly by the container wall and the saturated wick. Although measu re  - 
ment  methods were  not p rec i se  enough to detect  the tempera ture  gradients,  
they did not exceed 0.05"K/cm. 
B. Development of Heat Pipe Theory 
Following the introduction of the heat pipe concept and initial 
qualitative experiments ,  the basic  theory of heat pipe operation was 
se t  for th  in analytical f o r m  by Cotter (Ref. 2). His discussion was 
l imited to right c i rcu la r  cylinders of large length-to -diameter ratio.  
Only the highlights of Cot ter ' s  investigation a r e  presented here .  
The interface between the liquid in the capil lary s t ruc ture  (wick) 
and the adjacent vapor mus t  a s sume  a local  radius of curvature ,  r ,  such 
that the surface tension, a ,  supports the difference in p re s su re  between 
the liquid and the vapor. This p re s su re  difference i s  expressed  a s  
In a capi l lary s t ruc ture  of minimum pore radius ,  r c ,  containing 
a liquid for  which the contact angle i s  8 ,  the smal les t  radius  of curvature  
that  the meniscus can achieve i s  r c  s e c  8.  The liquid-vapor interface 
under some circumstances  may  be at  the surface of the capil lary s t ruc ture ,  
or  even outside it.  Thus,  the maximum radius of curvature  may  be a t  
l ea s t  a s  large a s  the radius of the vapor space.  
DISTANCE (cm) 
FIGURE A -1 .  TEMPERATURE PROFILES OF A 90-CENTIMETER HEAT P I P E  
(FROM REF. 1 ) 
In a gravity field, the maximum vertical  height of capillary r i s e ,  
L s in 6 (see Figure l ) ,  i s  
2cT cos F! 
L s i n +  = (E) c 
Thus, in a gravity field, the length of the heat pipe must  not exceed L 
for proper operation. It is  seen that a s  $6 0, gravitational effects 
approach zero ,  and the maximum heat pipe length becomes unlimited 
by Equation A-2 .  This relationship is  often used to simulate heat pipe 
operation in the O-g environment. 
Cotter a lso derived equations for  the distribution of energy flow, 
mater ia l  flow, temperature and pressure  within a heat pipe during steady 
state operation. Basic working relations were obtained f rom the general  
equations of conservation of m a s s ,  momentum and energy by taking 
averages over the radial  c ross  section of the pipe and making simplifying 
assumptions. 
The derived relation for axial pressure  gradient of the liquid in 
the capillary s t ructure was reported a s  
Equation (A-3) is s imilar  to  Darcy's law for laminar flow through porous 
media. 
The vapor flow in the evaporation and condenser of a heat pipe 
is  dynamically identical to pipe flow with injection or  suction through a 
porous wall. It is assumed that the flow i s  laminar and incompressible,  
with uniform injection or  suction. Several  regimes a s  distinguished, 
depending on the magnitude of a Reynolds number, Rr ,  based on the radial  
flow velocity a t  the channel wall, vr ,  the channel radius,  r v ,  the vapor 
density, 
PV, 
and dynamic viscosity, pP7. Thus, 
where Rr i s  positive for evaporation and negative for condensation. For  
IRr I < < 1, viscous effects dominate and the axial velocity profile i s  close 
to the usual parabolic shape for Poiseville flow. The differential equation 
reported for the axial  pressure  gradient in this regime (Rr<  < 1) is  
This expression i s  derived on the assumption that Rr i s  constant, 
independent of z. 
When j~~ 1 i s  large the evaporation and condensation cases  
become qualitatively different. Fo r  large evaporation r a t e s ,  Rr > > 1. 
The total p res su re  decreases  in the direction of flow. With large con- 
densation ra tes  on the other hand, the flow is  of the boundary layer 
type. The axial  velocity is constant across  most  of the channel, with 
the transit ion to zero  velocity occurring in a thin layer  a t  the wall. 
The p res su re  increases  in the direction of fluid motion because of par t ia l  
dynamic recovery in the decelerating flow. In this regime only the limiting 
behavior ( IRr1 -+ a) a r e  reported on. In either l imit  (evaporation or  con- 
densation) the p res su re  gradient is  reported a s  
where the difference in flows enters  only in the numerical coefficient s: 
for evaporation, s = 1; for condensation, s = 4/r2 . As before,  this 
equation is s t r ic t ly  co r rec t  only for constant Rr.  
The final expression describing the flow dynamics determines the 
rklationships between the vapor and liquid m a s s  flows and their  pressures .  
The interface meniscus assumes  a radius of curvature satisfying 
Equation A- 1 and i s  a function of the axial location z. The two m a s s  flows 
a r e  coupled with the liquid temperature a t  the interface,  which determines 
the vapor p res su re  of the liquid, pQt. The local condensation rate  
d mp/dz  is given by the gas kinetic formula 
The numerical factor a - 1 reportedly includes both the probability of 
condensation of an impinging vapor molecule, and the "roughness" of 
the meniscus interface formed on the capillary s t ructure.  This equation 
applies for evaporation, but not for  boiling evaporation, i. e. , formation 
of bubbles in the capillary structure.  
Considering the t ransport  of energy, Cotter derived the somewhat 
obvious conclusion that the axial t ransport  of energy i s  essentially ent i rely 
accomplished by the vapor convection of latent heat of vaporization. Thus, 
The differential equations described above for steady state heat 
pipe operation were solved by Cotter for  the case  of constant heat addition 
along the evaporator and constant heat removal along the condenser. The 
reported equation for total pressure  drop in the vapor is  
The decrease in vapor pressure  of the liquid in the direction of vapor flow 
is  given a s  
(A- 10) 
The equation for  liquid pressure  drop, found by integrating 
Equation A-3,  is  
b PQ QeL 
PI, - PI o = (&)sin+ gc + 2~ (rw 2 - rv2) PQ E r c  2 x gc ' (A-  11) 
While the thermal  conductance of a heat pipe is  very la rge ,  there  
a r e  limitations on the magnitudes of both the total  and local energy fluxes. 
The total  axial  heat t ransport  may increase only if  the pressure  differential 
generated by capillary action can sustain the required circulation of fluid. 
The maximum pressure  difference between vapor and adjacent liquid that 
can be supported by surface tension in the wick i s  
It i s  therefore necessary that 
2 u cos 0 
Pv - Pp 5 
r c  (A- 12) 
a t  a l l  axial  locations (0 5 z 5 L) . 
If the heat pipe has been prepared with a fully saturated wick, 
the vapor -1iqiud interface meniscus will have large radius of curvature 
of the terminal  end of the condenser, and therefore,  f rom Equation A- 1 ,  
pvL = ppL. In general ,  the la rges t  p res su re  difference will occur a t  
the beginning of the evaporator section, z = 0. Thus, i f  Equation A-12 
is  satisfied a t  Z = 0, i t  will be satisfied for a l l  z. To insure adequate 
circulation, then 
5 2 cr cos 8 Pvo - P ~ o  r~ (A- 13) 
Thus, assuming that p " PiL, Equations A-9, A- 11, and A- 13 
may be combined to yield v~ 
2 u cos 8 P~ *ma, L 
L 
g 
r 
+ Pp - L s in  4, 
c 2 n ( r w 2  - r v ' ) p p e  r k g c  
C 
g c 
(A- 14) 
Equation A -  14 imposes  an upper l imit  on the r a t e  of heat addition 
to the evaporator section,  beyond which the ra te  of evaporation will 
exceed the flow rate  of the returning condensate, thus leading to t e r m i -  
nation of effective heat pipe operation. 
Cotter a lso derived an expression for  the optimum choice of 
capi l lary pore radius ,  rc ,  for the ca se  of uniform heat  addition and 
removal.  This value of r c  permits  the maximum ra te  of heat t r ans fe r ,  
Qe, to  the evaporator section for  given values of rw, rv ,  L, E ,  A ,  8 , 
pi and b. According to Cot ter ,  optimum value of r c  resu l t s  when the 
viscous contribution to Ap i s  one-half the magnitude of the capi l lary P 
p r e s s u r e  t e r m ,  r cos '. For  uniform heat addition and removal ,  
C 
- 
b PQ Qe L 
r - (A- 16) 
c opt 4 n (rw2 - rv2) P1 1 v cos 8 g, 
If the hydrostatic contribution to Apl i s  absent,  and i f  the ra t io  r v / r w  
i s  not constrained, Cotter shows that  the optimum value of r v / r w  i s  
213. 
C. Application of Heat Pipes  to Space Thermionic Power Supplies 
A major  problem with nuclear space power supplies i s  that  the 
waste heat can only be dissipated through radiation. The heat pipe 
represen ts  a device for moving this heat with a minimum tempera ture  
drop  and with no external  fluid pumping sys tems  which tend to lower the 
sys t em reliabil i ty and increase  the weight. Reference 18 pointed out 
some possible applications of the heat pipe to space thermionic power 
supplies,  a s  l is ted below: 
e Cooling of the moderator  by a heat pipe sys tem 
s Solution of radiator  reliabil i ty and weight problems caused 
by meteori te  puncture by use of heat pipes in parallel .  Since 
the puncture of one of the heat pipes in paral le l  would only 
fractionally reduce the radiator effectiveness, a minimum of 
meteori te  shielding is  required.  
s Possible removal  of heat f rom the reac tor  a t  the emi t te r  
temperature .  Each fuel rod would consist  of a heat pipe 
with the uranium containing fuel attached externally to the pipe. 
The pipe would extend through the ref lector ,  and a thermionic 
converter would be located on the extended portion of the pipe. 
This arrangement  allows the converter to be made of mater ia l s  
suitable to the converter without regard  to their  neutron 
absorption c r o s s  sections. 
a Elimination of troublesome thermal  gradients along emi t te rs  
and collectors.  
Reference 18 also presents  calculated character is t ics  data for  a 
heat pipe in which the capillary s t ructure consists of channels cut into 
the inner surface and running axially the length of the tube. It was fur ther  
assumed that fully developed laminar flow existed in both the liquid and 
vapor flow s t r eams .  
Reference 19 presented a conceptual design of a space power 
sys tem employing out-of -pile thermionic diodes and using concentric 
heat pipes for both heating and cooling of these diodes. It was pointed 
out that the utilization of heat pipes in the reactor-thermionic provides 
severa l  advantages. Since the heat pipe t ransfers  la rge  amounts of heat 
with very sma l l  temperature drop, i t  is possible to obtain a diode emi t te r  
surface with a temperature close to the temperature of the fuel clad while 
being located outside the core.  Then, since the heat pipe i s  practically 
an isothermal  heat t ransfer  device, it may be possible to operate many 
thermionic diode emi t te rs  a t  the same temperature even though the power 
density generated throughout the reactor  is  not constant. This alleviates 
the amount of power tailoring that needs to be done in the reactor .  Also, 
if  the thermionic diodes a r e  placed outside the reactor  core ,  diode 
shorting caused by fuel swelling is  eliminated. It then becomes possible 
to design diodes with smal le r  spacing between emit ter  and collector and 
r eap  higher values of power level and efficiency. Fur thermore ,  the 
e lec t r ica l  insulation ma te r i a l  can be removed f r o m  high radiation regions 
and thus reduce the damage by fas t  neutrons. 
Laboratory data on the performance of heat pipes was examined 
to est imate reasonable performance levels for thermionic diodes, which 
were incorporated into a smal l ,  fast-spectrum nuclear reactor  concept. 
Performance levels and system weights were estimated f rom f i r s t -order  
calculations. 
Reference 20 descr ibes  a two-year program in which the prac t i -  
cality of joining thermionic modules was demonstrated.  The two-year 
program culminated in the achievement of over  3 000 hours of t e s t  t ime  
for a module -heat pipe combination which maintained an average power 
output of 2. 0 w / c m 2  without degradation in performance.  
D. Experimental  Studies of Heat Pipe Capability 
Following the introduction of the heat pipe concept and the init ial  
qualitative experiments  , seve ra l  t es t s  have been conducted to evaluate 
heat pipe performance under varying operating conditions. 
The f i r s t  heat pipe development p rog ram which was directed 
toward a specific application was conducted by Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory (Ref. 8). In this program a heat  pipe was developed for 
the Applied Physics  Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University which was 
to be used in a satell i te to t ransfer  heat isothermally f rom an externally 
mounted radioisotope to the electronic component section. The intended 
purpose of this sys tem was to  reduce the amplitude of thermal  cycling 
of the components in orbit .  The heat pipe, lined i ts  full length with a 
s ta inless  s tee l  wick s t ruc ture ,  was constructed of s ta inless  s tee l ,  and 
used water a s  the working fluid. Heat f rom the isotope capsule was to  
be t r ans fe r r ed  to the pipe through an aluminum block assembly.  The 
tube was 29.625 inches long and 0. 75-inch outside diameter  with a 
0.016-inch wall. The wick s t ruc ture  was formed by rolling 100 m e s h  
s c r e e n  into a hollow cylinder of two l aye r s ,  which was inser ted into the 
tube. A s tee l  bal l  was then pushed through the hollow screen  cylinder 
to p r e s s  i t  against  the wall. To a s su re  continued contact of the wick 
with the wall under operating conditions, a tungsten helical  spr ing was 
pulled into the full length of the wick s t ruc ture  under tension and then 
re leased  to provide additional rad ia l  p re s su re .  
The heat  pipe was tested under simulated space conditions by 
operating i t  in a vacuum chamber with the pipe nearly horizontal to 
eliminate gravity effects. The heat input end was slightly elevated 
to determine if proper wicking action was occurring.  The heat pipe 
was mounted in a fin assembly s imi la r  to the satell i te s t ru t ,  which was 
attached to a water-cooled heat sink to simulate heat absorption by the 
electronic component section. An electr ic  res is tance heater was used 
to mock-up the isotope heating. Tempera tures  were measured  along 
the outer surface of the heat pipe, and the tempera ture  r i s e  and flow 
rate  of the cooling water were measured  to determine the ra te  of heat 
t ransfer  f rom the condenser section of the heat pipe. Power input was 
calculated f rom input voltage and cur rent  measurements .  A vacuum 
of mrn Hg was maintained during the tes t s .  Results of this tes t  
indicated that the heat pipe was almost  isothermal  at  93°C over i ts  ent i re  
length. With a heat input of 102. 8 watts, 95 watts were t ransfer red  to 
the cooling water. 
A separate  tes t  was made in a i r  to determine the maximum 
vertical  wicking height of the heat pipe in a gravity field. This was 
done by mounting the heat pipe and fin assembly on a pivot perpendicular 
to the heat pipe axis. By rotating the heat pipe assembly on the pivot, 
the ver t ical  wicking height could be varied. Maximum vert ical  wicking 
height was determined by increasing the heat pipe angle during operation 
until a s h a r p  temperature r i s e  in the source block temperature was noted. 
This indicated that the wick in the heat input zone was drying out a s  the 
water evaporating f rom the wick could not be replaced by wicking action. 
The maximum vert ical  wicking height for this particular wick 
s t ruc ture  was determined to be 8 inches. This indicates that the water 
was wetting the s tainless  wick s t ruc ture  adequately. In f r e e  space, the 
wicking height would theoretically be infinite. Sufficient liquid flow into 
the evaporator zone i s  then a function only of the dynamic flow resis tance 
of the wick s t ruc ture  and the evaporation ra te  se t  by the heat input flux. 
One model was built and operated continuously to determine i f  
any buildup of noncondensable gases  occurred due to the interaction 
of water and s tainless  steel. The heat pipe was mounted in a water-  
cooled s t ru t  assembly and operated in a i r  with a heat input of 100 watts. 
The assembly was insulated with fiber glass  to approximate the tempera 
ture  conditions obtained in vacuum operation. The life t e s t  model  was 
operated for over 3 000 hours.  No change was noted in the temperature 
pattern,  indicating that noncondensable gases  had been formed to any 
appreciable extent. 
An experiment was conducted by Johns Hopkins University 
(Ref. 9) to cor re la te  heat t ransfer  coefficients in the evaporator section 
of a heat pipe. Pa ramete r s  measured  included temperature distribution 
along the external  wall of the tube and vapor temperature.  
The wick boiling heat t ransfer  coefficient is defined a s  
( A -  17) 
and the liquid m a s s  flow ra t e  i s  
The following correla t ion was obtained for the wick boiling heat 
t ransfer  coefficient. 
Severa l  exper iments  were conducted by Kemme (Ref. 4) to deter  - 
mine the maximum heat t ransfer  capability of heat pipes with fixed outside 
dimensions, subjected to variations in fluid used,  t empera ture  of operation 
and geometry of the wick and vapor passage. 
The heat pipes were made f rom flat  nickel sheets  rolled into 
cylindrical  tubes about 0. 75 -inch outside diameter  by 12 inches long. 
P r i o r  to rolling, a capil lary s t ruc ture  was formed by cutting many 
rectangular channels along the complete length of each sheet.  The width 
and depth of these channels were varied for  different sheets.  After each 
heat pipe was tes ted with open capil lary channels, a layer  of fine m e s h  
sc reen  was added to cover the channels and separate  them f r o m  the vapor 
passage.  Ten heat pipe sys tems  were chosen for t es t s .  
Use of the s c reen  l iner  over the grooves increased  the maximum 
heating ra te  considerably. This increase was attr ibuted to increased 
capi l lary driving force,  and hence increased liquid r e tu rn  r a t e ,  when 
open channels a r e  covered with screen.  
With sodium a s  the working fluid, it was found that increased 
channel s ize  permits  g rea te r  heat t ransfer  r a t e s  with open channels. 
However, the resu l t s  indicated that this may  not be the case  during 
s ta r tup  and a t  low operating temperatures .  
Comparing potassium and sodium working fluids, sodium appeared 
to be super ior  a t  t empera tures  above 500 " C ,  although potassium m a y  be 
advantageous whenever vapor p re s su re  drop tends to control  heat t ransfer  
(low tempera tures ,  smal l  vapor passage).  
Because potassium has relatively poor properties for heat pipe 
operation in the temperature range investigated by Kemme, it was used 
as  the working fluid in wick variation studies. These tes t s  consisted of 
maximum heat t ransfer  measurements  of heat pipes containing loose- 
fitting versus tight-fitting screens  covering the longitudinal channels. 
Increased maximum heat t ransfer  r a t e s ,  obtained with the loose 
fitting screen ,  were attributed to reduced p res su re  drop of the returning 
liquid, resulting f r o m  the additional flow path between the screen  and 
the wall. 
It was concluded f rom Kemme's experiments that heat t ransfer  
character is t ics  of heat pipes with fixed outside dimensions can be 
changed significantly by variations in wick s t ructure.  Kemme also con- 
f i rmed that heat t ransfer  l imits  can be predicted with some confidence 
for the type systems investigated using existing heat pipe equations. 
Reference 10 repor ts  experimental resu l t s  of two heat pipes, 
differing pr imari ly  in the lengths of their condenser sections, which 
were built and tested to determine their  limiting heat t ransfer  rates .  
Heat Pipe A had a heater section 3 .5  inches long separated f rom a 
4-inch long condenser section by an 8.5-inch long adiabatic section. 
Heat Pipe B was different in that the heater section was 4 inches long 
and the condenser section was 13 inches long. The capillary s t ruc ture  
consisted of monel beads held in place by a stainless s tee l  retaining 
screen.  The heat pipe diameter was not reported. 
Results were presented which showed the maximum power l imi t  
of the heat pipes versus  angle of inclination f rom the horizontal. Also 
shown were curves of maximum power l imit  a s  calculated by an Equation 
derived by Reference 10. Good agreement between experimental and 
calculated values was demonstrated. Wick temperatures  versus axial  
distance were measured  and recorded. 
Reference 5 reported the resul ts  of a number of heat pipe experi-  
ments using various wick s t ructures .  Also included in this repor t  were  
a development of heat pipe design equations and a discussion of various 
heat pipe fluids. 
Two heat pipe systems were designed, operated and evaluated 
using wicks of re f ras i l ,  s ta inless  s teel  screen  and sintered copper fiber.  
The f i r s t  was a 16-inch long copper heat pipe ( 1. 5 -inch tube) with a 
0. 125-inch thick s intered copper fiber wick. The heated a r e a  of the 
pipe was 9 . 4 2  in2 and the condenser a r e a  was 28. 2 in2 . Water was 
the working fluid. The second heat pipe was a 2-foot-long s ta in less  
s tee l  0. 75-inch tube in which wicks of r e f r a s i l  and s ta inless  s tee l  
s c r e e n  were inser ted.  The heated a r e a  of the pipe was 14. 1 in2 and 
the condenser a r e a  was 14. 1 in2 . Both water and ethyl alcohol were  
used a s  a working fluid in this pipe. 
In general ,  the condenser was cooled with water f rom the building 
supply a t  about 68°F  for both heat pipes. However, some experiments  
were made with re f r igera ted  coolant to observe the heat pipe operation 
a s  the working fluid became f rozen  in the wick. The s ta r tup  of an 
initially f rozen heat pipe was a lso performed. 
One of the 2-foot long s ta inless  heat pipes containing four l aye r s  
of 105 m e s h  s ta inless  s tee l  s c r een  and 18-cc of water was s e t  up a s  a 
long-term t e s t  of heat pipe performance.  The pipe was in a horizontal  
position to simulate ze ro  gravity. The power input was about 100 watts. 
As the heating ra te  to the evaporator was increased during each  
of the t e s t s ,  the mechanism which caused a l l  but one of the heat pipes 
to fail  was a limitation in the ra te  which the wick could pump the conden- 
sa te  to  the evaporator .  The one exception was the pipe with a r e f r a s i l  
wick. In this  case ,  boiling occur red  between the wick and the pipe wall  
pushing the wick away f r o m  the wall  and resulting in a burnout of the 
pipe. This  occur red  even a t  low power levels of 40 watts (0.44 W / c m  
heat f lux in the evaporator)  and, therefore ,  the studies with the r e f r a s i l  
wick were  discontinued. However, the fa i lure  of the r e f r a s i l  wick 
revealed two important points. 
e The thermal  conductivity of nonmetal wicks i s  too low for  their  
use in heat pipes designed to t ransfer  powers of hundreds of 
w / i n 2  c r o s s  section. 
s The wick s t ruc ture  should be bonded to the pipe wall to  
decrease  the res i s tance  to energy t ransfer .  
The hydrodynamic limitation for the other heat pipes was evident 
f r o m  two facts:  
In experiments in which the condenser was lowered, a point 
was reached in which the wick dr ied  out a t  the end fu r the re s t  
f r o m  the condenser.  The drying out was deduced f rom the 
temperature  at  this point becoming very high. 
II, The relative l imits  for water and ethyl alcohol were pre-  
dictable f rom the hydrodynamic theory. 
Conclusions drawn f rom the studies reported by Reference 9 a r e  
summarized below: 
a A sufficient understanding of heat pipe operation and fabri-  
cation methods was obtained to allow design of a heat pipe 
for spacecraf t  use. 
r, Liquids with large intermolecular forces  a r e  good heat pipe 
working fluids because they have high surface tensions and 
latent heats of vaporization. The liquid metals  and polar 
liquids such a s  water and ammonia a r e  examples. Organic 
liquids and cryogens a r e  examples of liquids which a r e  not 
good heat pipe fluids. 
e The power limitations of heat pipes studied here  were due 
to a capillary pumping limitation. This makes knowledge 
of the wick pore s ize and specific permeability most  
important for an accurate design of a heat pipe. 
e The sintered copper fiber wick possessed a large capacity 
for t ransferr ing power, but the wick was not bonded to the 
heat pipe wall and the contact resis tance to heat t ransfer  
(between the wick mater ia l  and pipe wall) resulted in a very 
large overall  temperature drop. 
e The stainless s tee l  wire wicks (105 mesh ,  3. 5 m i l  wire) 
formed by rolling the wire on a mandri l  resulted in heat 
pipes that were not reproducible in detail. Never theles s , 
the study produced enough information so  that a reliable 
heat pipe can be produced which will t ransfer  a s  much a s  
500 watts in ze ro  gravity. A long-term tes t  of one such heat 
pipe lasted 4 560 hours with only minor changes in its oper - 
ating character is t ics .  
Start-up of a frozen heat pipe, even a t  very low power levels ,  
m a y  lead to a burnout. 
A heat pipe experiment was performed by Reference 21 to extend 
and verify the work of Grover a t  Los Alamos. The pipe itself was e s sen -  
tially identical to the Grover pipe, that i s ,  0. 75-inch outside diameter  
by 36-inch-long s ta inless  s tee l  pipe with a 0.0625-inch wall. The pipe 
was sealed on both ends and contained a wi re -screen  wick and 40 g r a m s  
of sodium. The testing method and apparatus were modified to provide 
a ca lor imeter  a t  the cooled end and to  allow for operation a t  different 
inclination angles,  in o rde r  to exclude processes  other than m a s s  t r a n s -  
fe r  of sodium liquid and vapor in a 24-inch insulated section. The 
e x p e ~ i m e n t a l  r e su l t s  essentially confirmed the Grover  data and, in 
addition, showed that the pipe would operate  a t  inclination angles five 
t imes  grea te r  than those used by Grover .  An equivalent t he rma l  con- 
ductivity of 1 900 W/cm-  "C was measured ,  which i s  540 t imes that  of 
a solid copper cylinder. The wick pumped the liquid sodium back to  
the heated end against  gravity a t  an inclination angle of 12 degrees .  
A 2-year program reported by Reference 20 demonstrated the 
practicali ty of joining thermionic modules to  heat pipes for efficient 
long-life operation. This program culminated in the achievement of 
over 3 000 hours of life t e s t  t ime for a heat pipe which maintained an 
average power output of 2.0 w / c m 2  without degradation in performance.  
The resu l t s  of this heat pipe development p rog ram indicated that  
a molybdenum heat pipe using lithium a s  the working fluid can be used 
a s  an efficient and reliable means  for t ransfer r ing  la rge  quantities of 
heat with very s m a l l  temperature  drop  along the length of the pipe. It 
was recommended that  additional work be performed in developing heat 
pipe processing techniques to provide purer  lithium and cleaner internal  
heat pipe components, this being a necessity to ensure  longer life a t  
high operating tempera tures .  Additional wick studies were a lso recom-  
mended to  provide capi l lary s t ruc tures  which provide maximum heat 
t ransfer  efficiency. 
E. Heat Pipe Experiment Under Zero-gravi ty  Conditions 
An orbi ta l  exper iment  was conducted (Ref. 22 )  to demonstrate that  
a heat pipe will opera te ,  a s  predicted,  in the absence of gravitational 
forces .  The heat  pipe was 12 inches long, 0. 75-inch outside diameter 
and was constructed of a s ta inless  s tee l  tube lined i t s  full length with a 
s ta inless  s tee l  wick s t ruc ture .  Water was used a s  the working fluid. 
It was operated in an Ea r th  orbi t  and i ts  performance was monitored 
by te lemetry of s e v e r a l  tracking stations during 14 revolutions. Heat 
was supplied to  the heat  pipe by a 10-watt e lec t r ic  heater .  The satell i te 
module in which the heat pipe was mounted was launched into orbit  f r o m  
Cape Kennedy by an Atlas-Agena launch vehicle. 
The resul ts  of the orbital  experiment indicated that the absence of 
gravitational forces  does not affect the performance of a heat pipe. The 
s ta r t -up  and equilibrium operations were  s imi lar  to tes t s  in a gravity 
field. There  was not evidence to indicate that heat pipes using other  
fluids would not function in a s imilar  manner. 
F. Analytical Investigations of Space Radiators 
Utilizing the Heat Pipe Concept 
In an effort to increase the radiating effectiveness, and thereby 
decrease  weight, of solid fin waste-heat radiators  of Rankine cycle 
space power sys tems,  the vapor -chamber fin-tube concept was analyzed 
in References 14 and 15 for high- and low-power sys tems,  respectively. 
The vapor-chamber fin concept proposes to  reduce radiator weight 
and a r e a  by providing for an essentially isothermal  fin between tubes. 
In one approach, this can be accomplished by using a double-wall fin 
between tubes to form a hollow chamber which contains a fluid-soaked 
capillary medium along the inner surfaces,  a s  shown by Figure 22. 
Pre l iminary  comparative analysis of an all-columbium radiator  
for a 500 -kilowatt Rankine cycle electr ic  power output sys tem and of a 
beryllium fin and a r m o r  radiator for a 1-megawatt sys tem were presented 
in Reference 14. These studies, which were based on the tube a r m o r  
block configuration with a single value of tube nonpuncture probability 
of 0. 995, indicated that the vapor -chamber fin-tube radiator concept can 
resul t  in a sizable weight advantage, substantially smal le r  planform a r e a ,  
fewer number of tubes, and l a rge r  tube diameters  than the central  and 
double fin-tube radiators,  Results of an analysis of the vapor chamber 
fin radiator for a low-power -level, low-temperature -level sys tem 
(Ref. 15) indicated the vapor fin radiator had a lower weight than the 
solid conducting geometries for values of nonpunc ture  probability grea ter  
than 0.95. The vapor -chamber fin geometry always gave a subs tantially 
smal le r  planform area .  
However, s t ruc tura l  complexities and disadvantages in the use of 
vapor -chamber fin geometries were also revealed. In order  to maintain 
a reasonable survival probability for  the vapor-chamber fin without using 
large fin thicknesses,  it was necessary to compartmentalize the vapor- 
chamber fins into many individual segments by the use of t ransverse  and 
longitudinal bulkheads. Radiator weight can be minimized by the use of 
a large number of fin segments,  which might involve problems in the 
sealing of the individual segments.  On the other hand, if a relatively 
small  number of fin segments a r e  used, the fin segment planform a rea  
might be large,  s o  that s t r e s s  and deflection problems might a r i s e  
within the box-like s t ructure of the vapor -chamber segments.  
To obtain a more  real is t ic  evaluation of the theoretical weight 
and a r e a  gains achievable with the use of the vapor - chamber fin concept, 
a fur ther  analytical comparison was performed (Ref. 16) of radiators  
with block vapor -chamber fin-tube , centr a1 fin-tube, and double fin-tube 
geometries over a wider range of variables than considered in Refer-  
ences 14 and 15. 
This study showed that there i s  basically little difference in 
achievable specific planform a r e a  for the three geometries considered. 
However, minimum radiator specific weight was subs tantially different, 
with the vapor -chamber fin-tube radiator showing least  weight in a l l  
cases .  The magnitude of the weight differences will depend to a large 
extent on the specific input values chosen for the cycle and radiator 
components and on the comparison basis.  Thus, an evaluation of the 
potential mer i t  of a particular radiator fin-tube geometry should be 
based on a detailed weight and geometry analysis covering a wide range 
of input variables pertinent to the specific design application. At the 
same time, consideration should also be given to the possible complexities 
and unknowns involved in a particular geometric configuration which a r e  
not covered in the weight analysis. In the case of the vapor-chamber fin- 
tube radiator ,  such factors  a s  the internal mechanics and thermodynamics 
of the capillary flow and possible s t ructural  complications involved in fin 
compartment sealing and buckling strength should be considered. 
Another radiator concept employing heat pipes was investigated 
and reported on by Reference 6. As shown by Figure 23, the spaces 
between radiator tubes a r e  occupied by many small ,  parallel  heat pipes, 
the ends of which a r e  inser ted perpendicularly into the radiator tubes. 
Since the ends of the heat pipes a r e  in direct  contact with the radiator 
heat t ransport  fluid, the temperature drop across  the tube walls and 
meteoroid a rmor  thickness, inherent in the vapor chamber concept, i s  
eliminated. This should resu l t  in a more  efficient radiating surface,  
thus reducing the required radiator a rea .  
A representative heat pipe radiator was designed for a Rankine - 
cycle nuclear reactor  power plant suitable for a manned Mars  mission 
of 10 000 hours.  The proposed radiator was estimated to reject  46 mW 
at 1 100°K with a specific weight of 1. 322  lb/kWe. 
G .  Investigation of Heat Pipe Applicability to 
Spacecraft Therrna-1 Control Problems 
One of the f i r s t  investigations of applying the heat pipe concept to 
spacecraf t  thermal  control problems was reported by Reference 11. This 
reference reviewed the theory of heat pipes, some possible applications, 
design computations and a r e a s  in which r e sea rch  and development a r e  
needed. 
Three  potential applications subjected to mathematical analysis 
by Reference 16 were: 
0 Maintenance of an evacuated cylinder a t  a uniform temperature 
by lining the inside surface with a saturated capillary s t ruc ture  
e Transfer  of heat isothermally between parallel  plates 
e Improving temperature uniformity of an i r radiated cylinder 
by wrapping heat pipes around the circumference a t  equal 
intervals.  
Discussions were also included of wick design and multifluid 
operation. 

APPENDIX B. INPUT DESCRIPTION AND FORTRAN LISTINGS 
O F  COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS 
O F  MAXIMUM HEAT TRANSFER RATE O F  HEAT PIPES 
A FORTRAN computer  p rog ram was developed to study the e f fec t  
of variat ion in design pa rame te r s  on maximum heat t r ans fe r  r a t e  of heat  
pipes. The maximum power that  a heat pipe can  maintain depends on the 
geomet r ica l  design pa rame te r s  rw, r v ,  rc ,  L ,  E , b,  and the working 
fluid proper t ies  pV, pi, PV, Pi, u, A ,  and 8. These two groups w e r e  
studied separa te ly  by holding one a s  a constant and varying the other .  In 
t e r m s  of computer programming,  this impl ies  that there  a r e  two se t s  of 
input data for  the  program.  Fo r  a given capi l lary  s t ruc tu re  the geomet r i -  
c a l  fac tors  a r e  fixed. The variat ion of working fluid proper t ies  c o r r e s  - 
ponding to operating tempera ture  was input to the computer p rogram.  
S imi la r ly ,  for  a given fluid a t  given tempera ture ,  the variat ion in geo- 
m e t r i c a l  factor  will be the input to the program.  The detailed input guide 
and the FORTRAN list ing a r e  presented i n  th is  appendix. 
DETAILED GUIDE FOR INPUT DATA 
CASE I. Fixed Geomet r ica l  Fac to r s  
Ca rd  No. 1: This  c a r d  specifies the given geomet r ica l  factor  
F o r m a t  5E14, 8 
Cols 2-15 S L  Length of heat  pipe, f t  
Cols 16-29 RV Ratio of radius  of vapor passage to inside 
radius  of heat  pipe 
Cols 30-43 RW Inside radius  of heat  pipe, f t  
Cols 44-57 RC Mean pore radius  of capi l lary  s t ruc tu re ,  f t  
Cols 58-71 B Dimensionless constant depending on the 
detailed geomet ry  of the capi l lary  s t ruc ture .  
Card  No. 2: This  c a r d  specifies geomet r ica l  factor  and information on 
local  acce le ra t ion  of gravi ty  
F o r m a t  5E14.8 
C01s 2-15 E PS Frac t ion  of wick volume occupied by 
liquid (or  porosity) 
Cols 16-29 PHI Angle of inclination of heat  pipe, deg 
Cols 30-43 G Local  accelera t ion of gravi ty ,  f t / s e c z  
Cols 44-57 GC Dimensionless constant ,  32. 2 lbm-f t / lb f - sec2  
Ca rd  No. 3: This  c a r d  gives information on working fluid p roper t i es  
corresponding to a working tempera ture  
F o r m a t  5E14. 8 
Cols 2-15 T E M P  Working t empera tu r e ,  F 
Cols 16-29 ETAV Dynamic viscosity of vapor ,  l bm/h r  -f t  
Cols 30-43 ETAL Dynamic viscosity of liquid, l bm/  h r  -ft 
Cols 44-57 RHOV Density of vapor,  lbm/f t3  
Cols 58-71 RHO L Density of liquid, lbm/f t3  
Ca rd  No. 4: This  c a r d  a l so  specifies the working fluid proper t ies  
a t  a  working t empera tu r e  
F o r m a t  5E14. 8 
Cols 2-15 GAM Surface  tension of working fluid in contact  
with capi l lary  s t ruc tu r e  , lbf / f t  
Cols 16-29 Z L  Latent  heat  of vaporization of liquid, Btu / lbm 
Cols 30-43 TH Contact angle between angle and capi l lary  
s t ruc tu r e ,  deg 
NOTE: F o r  m o r e  information on working fluid p roper t i es  
Ca rd  No. (2n + 1) Same a s  Card  No. 3 n = 2, 3, 4, . . . 
Card  No. (2n) Same  a s  Card  No. 4 n = 3, 4, 5, . . . 
CASE 11. Fixed Working Fluid P rope r t i e s  
Card  No. 1: Working fluid p roper t i es  a t  a  given t empera tu r e  
F o r m a t  5E14. 8 
Cols 2-15 T E M P  Working tempera ture  of heat  pipe, O F  
Cols 16-29 ETAV Dynamic viscosity of vapor,  l bm/h r  -ft 
Cols 30-43 ETAL Dynamic viscosity of liquid, l bm/h r  -f t  
Cols 44-57 RHOV Density of vapor,  lbm/f t3  
Cols 58-71 RHO L Density of liquid, lbm/f t3  
Ca rd  No. 2: This  c a r d  a l so  specifies the working fluid proper t ies  a t  
a working t empera tu re  
F o r m a t  5E14. 8 
Cols 2-15 GAM Surface tension of working fluid in contact  
with capi l lary  s t ruc tu re ,  lbf / f t  
Cols 16-29 Z L  Latent heat  of vaporization of liquid, Btu/ lbm 
Cols 30-43 TH Contact angle between angle and cap i l l a ry  
s t ruc tu re ,  deg 
Ca rd  No. 3: This  c a r d  specifies the geomet r ica l  factor 
F o r m a t  5E14. 8 
Cols 2-15 S L  Length of heat  pipe, f t  
Cols 16-29 RV Ratio of radius  of vapor passage to inside 
radius  of heat  pipe 
Cols 30-43 RW Inside radius  of heat  pipe, f t  
Cols 44-57 RC Mean pore radius  of capi l lary  s t ruc tu re ,  f t  
Cols 58-71 B Dimensionless constant depending on the 
detailed geometry of the capi l lary  s t ruc tu re  
Card  No. 4: This  c a r d  gives geometr ical  factor  and information on loca l  
accelerat ion of gravi ty  
F o r m a t  5E14. 8 
Cols 2-15 E PS Frac t ion  of wick volume occupied by liquid 
(or  porosity) 
Cols 16-29 PHI Angle of inclination of heat  pipe, deg 
Cols 30-43 G Local accelerat ion of gravity,  f t / s ec2  
Cols 44-57 GC Dimensionless constant,  32. 2 lbm-f t / lbf-sec2 
NOTE: F o r  m o r e  information on geometr ical  factor 
Card  No. (2m + 1) Same  a s  Card  No. 3 ,  m = 2, 3 ,  4, . . . 
Card  No. (2m) Same a s  Card  No. 4, m = 3, 4, 5 ,  . . . 
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